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Abstract

Understanding the Atomic Local Structure of Thermoelectric Materials

by

Trevor Keiber

There is renewed interested in novel thermoelectric materials driven by po-

tential applications such as solid state refrigeration and waste heat recovery. I explore

how the structure of several leading thermoelectric materials contributes to their perfor-

mance, and how these materials could be made more efficient, and hence, economically

viable. I approach this from a local atomic viewpoint using the extended x-ray absorp-

tion fine structure (EXAFS) technique, which is especially useful in determining the

environment around specific atoms at dilute concentrations or in disordered states. I

investigate the means by which Thallium doping in PbTe increases the thermoelectric

performance and show how phase information unique to EXAFS gives information on

whether Pb atoms are on center in the PbTe crystal lattice. I then present my work

on skutterudites in which “rattling” atoms fill large voids and are consequently weakly

bound to the rest of the lattice. Building on this project I present a theoretical model

for predicting the interaction of the “cage” with the rattler atom modification of phonon

dispersion curves which suggest new ways to decrease thermal conductivity and reduce

the materials constraint between good electrical properties and low thermal conductiv-

ity. Finally, I present my findings on thermoelectric type I clathrates, examining cage

buckling and the consequences this has on transport measurements. These studies on
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various materials all illustrate that small variations in the local structure from diffrac-

tion averages can greatly influence the electrical and thermal conductivities. Ultimately

more efficient devices will be generated by utilizing these principals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Typically, crystalline solids are composed of regular repeating unit cells, and

diffraction measurements are an excellent way to characterize these systems. However,

when the unit cells become larger (approximately more than 30 atoms), the potential for

variation between cells increases and atomic vibrations become more complex. These

variations can include impurities, vacancies, and atomic displacements; all of which

can have significant effects on the properties of the material. Diffraction measurements

give an average of the individual cells which may average over or not be sensitive to

the local details. This motivates the use of Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure

(EXAFS) to reveal local structure of complex crystalline materials. With this technique

we analyze how X-rays are absorbed by an atom at energies near and above the core-

level binding energies of that atom. The EXAFS signal is the modulation of an atoms

X-ray absorption probability due to the chemical and physical state. It is sensitive to

the coordination number, oxidation state, and the distances and species of the atoms
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immediately surrounding the selected element. Because of this dependence, EXAFS

provides a practical and relatively simple way to determine the chemical state (from

XANES) and local atomic structure for a selected atomic species. To collect data we

require the use of high intensity x-rays which we collected over the course of many

experimental runs at the Stanford Synchrotron Light Source (SSRL). In chapter two, I

discuss the experimental and theoretical details of our EXAFS and XANES analysis.

Figure 1.1: ZT for selected materials over a range of operating temperatures.

For several decades there has been intensive studies of thermoelectric mate-

rials to better understand and eventually control the properties that are important

for thermoelectric applications. The figure of merit ZT=S2σe/κ Where S is the See-

beck coefficient, σe is the electrical conductivity, and κ the thermal conductivity], is a

convenient parameter for characterizing the quality of such materials. In most cases,
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Figure 1.2: PbTe rocksalt structure, Pb atoms are violet, Te are yellow.

good thermoelectrics are semiconductors with relatively high Seebeck coefficients (S)

and reasonably high electrical conductivity, with the thermal conductivity determined

primarily by the lattice phonons. It is important to understand the factors limiting

ZT because current widely used materials seldom exceed a value of one. Raising ZT

would make the green economics of solid state refrigerators and reclaiming waste heat

feasible for wide scale adaptation. There have been substantial recent advances already

in engineering higher ZT compounds with some doped materials reaching a ZT of 1.5

Investigating other novel materials, specifically ones which have novel mechanisms to

lower the phonon component of the thermal conductivity, is an important and active

field.

In the following paragraphs I proceed to outline my research to understand

the physics of several thermoelectric materials which are all candidates for ZT >1

applications. Much greater depth is provided in the following chapters of the dissertation

which each contain my original published research.
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I begin with Lead Telluride, PbTe, which is one of the oldest industrially used

thermoelectric materials. It it has a high ZT at elevated temperatures and a simple

rock-salt structure. When doped with a small amount of Tl, ZT improves significantly

to 1.5 near 800 K for 2% Tl. Much of this increase is attributed to an enhancement in

S at high hole concentrations for the Tl doped samples as a result of a change of the

density of states near the top of the valence band. At much lower Tl concentrations,

S is larger, but the electrical resistivity is much higher. It is important to understand

the factors limiting ZT for such materials, so I elucidate the ways in which the local

structure of PbTe:Tl influences the thermoelectric capacity. We used EXAFS analysis

of the three edges to compliment the transport data for a more complete picture of

the nature of the Tl dopant. Specifically, Tl was found to substitute at the Pb site

as Tl(+1), however we also found Te vacancies (necessary for charge compensation)

neighboring the Tl sites and increasing with Tl concentration. These vacancy defects

will scatter the hole carriers and increase the electrical resistance despite an increase in

hole concentration. The increased disorder at the level of the local structure is likely an

important factor limiting ZT. This work resulted in two publications and one conference

talk.

Experiments from x-ray total scattering studies suggested that Pb moves off-

center along 100 in PbTe producing a split Pb-Te pair distribution.[Bozin et al., 2010]

Motivated by our preliminary EXAFS analysis of PbTe:Tl where we did not observe

this phenomena, I conducted a detailed EXAFS study of PbTe (and Tl doped PbTe)

to determine if Pb or Te is off-center. EXAFS provides sensitive r or k-space phase
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Figure 1.3: The skutterudite unit cell. Large atoms (pink) - Ln; internal square rings
(blue) - X atoms, here Sb; cubic cage structure (red) - T atoms.

information which can differentiate between a split-peak for the Pb-Te distribution

(indicative of off-center Pb) and a thermally broadened peak. We found no evidence for

a split peak for Pb-Te or Te-Pb, though at high temperatures the vibration amplitude

for Pb-Te (or Te-Pb) is quite large. This thermally-induced disorder is indicative of weak

bonds, and the large disorder is consistent with the low thermal conductivity at 300 K.

I also found evidence of an anharmonic potential for the nearest Pb-Te bonds consistent

with the overall anharmonicity found for the phonon modes by demonstrating that the

“skew” factor becomes significant above approximately 150-200 K. I was the first author

of the research paper published in Physical Review Letters due to the relevancy of the

work and presented the findings at three conferences.

I studied several members of the family of filled skutterudite compounds with

the chemical formula LnT4X12 (Ln = lanthanide; T = Fe, Ru, or Os; and X = P, As, or

Sb) These compounds are characterized by a large unit cell which includes icosahedral
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pnictogen (X) cages that surround the Ln ions. Some of the exotic phenomena that are

seen in these materials originate from this unusual atomic configuration, which allows

the Ln ions to undergo large amplitude (“rattling”) vibrations, leading to strong phonon

scattering and local charge degrees of freedom. The materials display a wide variety

of interesting phenomena including low thermal conductivity and good thermoelectric

properties at high temperatures, some display superconductivity or heavy fermion be-

havior. I conduted an EXAFS investigation of NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12 which was

motivated by ultrasonic measurements which suggested a large off-center displacements

for Nd and Pr in these compounds. The EXAFS analysis demonstrated that the Nd-Sb,

Pr-Sb, and Sb-Sb peaks are well ordered. Surprisingly however, the second neighbor

Nd-Os and Pr-Os peaks are highly disordered even at low temperatures, and the Os-Os

peak also has some disorder in the Nd and Pr systems. In contrast to the anomalous

results for the Pr and Nd samples, neither the Eu-Sb, Eu-Os nor the Os-Os peak is

disordered at low temperature for EuOs4Sb12. For all three systems within estimated

errors, the rare earth atom is on-center inside the Sb cage. We propose that for the

Nd and Pr compounds, the Os cage distorts, with some of the Os atoms moving either

towards or away from the Nd or Pr atoms, such that the Nd-Sb, Pr-Sb and Sb-Sb pair

distances have very little disorder. Some possible distortion models are suggested, and

the possible ramifications for thermoelectric and transport properties are discussed. The

results were presented at four conferences and culminated in two research papers.

Though not a chapter in the dissertation, I contributed to a project where we

compared two Skutterudites CeRu4As12 and LnCu3Ru4O12 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd) with
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a focus on the lattice vibrations about the rare earth rattler atoms and the extent to

which these vibrations can be considered local modes with the rattler vibrating inside a

nearly rigid cage. The cage structure is formed by the Ru and As atoms in CeRu4As12

and by Cu, O, and Ru atoms in LnCu3Ru4O12. Although some of the bonds within

the cage are quite stiff, we show the structure is not completely rigid. Note that if the

skutterudite lattice (Cu3Ru4O12 for oxy-skutterudites and Ru4As12 for the arsenides)

were truly rigid, the vibrations of the rattler atom would be the same for first and second

neighbor pairs, but it is not. We obtain effective spring constants from the inverse slope

of the broadening vs temperature for each pair. For the arsenides, the second neighbor

pairs Ce-Ru have a weaker spring constant than for the first neighbor bond Ce-As. Even

more surprising is that for the oxy-skutterudites,the second neighbor spring constant

for Ln-Ru is significantly stiffer than for the nearest neighbor Ln-O bond. A further

evaluation of the structure shows that the restoring forces on the As4 and CuO4 rings

are not isotropic. There are stiff restoring forces for motion perpendicular to the rings

but weak forces for motion parallel to the rings, particularly in the direction of the

rattler.

Studying rattler motion in skutterudites and oxyskutterudites convinced me

that a more detailed model was necessary to understand the essential nature of the

anomalous vibrations. This motivated the development of a 1D, four mass, linear chain

spring model to describe the correlated motion of the ratter, ring and cage. The ring

has anisotropic force constants linked to the cage atoms which result in larger motion

along a line passing through the rattler and ring. We project the masses and spring
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Figure 1.4: The left panel shows the rattler and square enclosed by cage atoms forming
one quarter of the unit cell along the (100) direction; the right panel is our symbolic 1-D
representation of this part of the unit cell; it is shown expanded vertically for comparison
to top structure but in the model is compressed to a 1-D model. mr represents the rattler
atom mass, (rare earth atom), mc represents the cage atoms mass and is repeated twice
per unit cell, and ms is the mass of the square. Kcc is the stiff spring between the cage
atoms, Krs is the spring between the rattler and square of atoms (nearest neighbor in 3-
D). Ksc is the spring which connects the square of atoms to the cage and Krc is the spring
constant between the rattler and cage atoms in 1-D. The uiβ are the displacements of
the atoms in the βth unit cell.
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constants along this line to create an infinite linear chain of unit cells with a basis of four

atoms. This sets up a coupled network of overlapping weak and strong springs. From

an eigenmode analysis we derive correlation functions, the width of the pair distribution

function σ2(T ), and effective spring constants. In the eignenvalue spectra there is the

acoustic mode, two different low energy optical “rattling” modes, and a non- interacting

optical mode. Each rattler mode can couple to the acoustic mode or to each other which

generates avoided crossings characterized by flattening of the modes. This flattening has

important consequences since the group velocity is the slope of the dispersion curves and

thermal transport is proportional to the group velocity, so if the slope is decreased then

the thermal conductivity will be decreased. The location of the coupling is affected by

the ratio of the rattler to cage mass, a larger rattler mass shifts the coupling closer to the

origin. Consequently, a heavier rattler or ring will scatter phonons at a lower frequency.

Summing over the contributions from all of eigenmodes, with the appropriate thermal

occupation, gives the average thermal motion as a function of temperature σ2(T ). From

the inverse slope of σ2(T ) extrapolated to high temperatures, we determine the effective

spring constants. The effect of different ring masses, CuO4 and As4, do not significantly

alter the effective spring constants. By tuning the ratio of the second neighbor direct

spring constants we can obtain the experimental results generated from EXAFS. I have

presented this model at three conferences and it is published in Physical Review B.

[Keiber and Bridges, 2015b]

Clathrates are another promising class of thermoelectrics similar in many ways

to skutterudites as they both have large unit cells and voids filled by rattler atoms.
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A B

Figure 1.5: A, the unit cell for a type-I clathrate, containing large 24-atom light green
cages and smaller 20-atom dark red cages. B, a single cage pair, with rattlers visible in
each cage. (M1: yellow, M2: dark blue, M3: light blue.) The ratter in the larger cage
is slightly off-center.

Clathrates have a moderate electrical conductivity and a very low thermal conductivity

which contributes to a high thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). I studied the type-

1 clathrates Ba8Ga16X30 (X=Sn,Ge,Si) contrasting the results to previous work on

Ba8Ga16Ge30. The structure of the type-I clathrates consists of two connected cagesa

20-atom cage and a 24-atom cage. There are three crystallographic sites within this cage

structure occupied by Ga or X atoms. The distribution of Ga on the three sites is not

random with the Ga preferentially having X as the nearest neighbor. Our results show

that for X=Sn,Si the average pair distances within the cages (Ga-Sn, Ga-Ga, Ga-Si, Sn-

Sn) are significantly different than the distances found from diffraction with some much

shorter bonds and some much longer bonds. These results are consistent with moderate

buckling for X=Si and substantial buckling for X=Sn. The Ba atoms are located near

the centers of each of the two cages, and the low-frequency rattling motion provides

the main phonon scattering mechanism, decreasing thermal conductivity. Coupling

between the higher energy phonon vibrations in the cage structure and the X rattlers
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is more difficult to quantify (see spring model section). Direct measurements of the

Ba K edge (see figure) suggests that Ba is off-center by approximately 0.2-0.4 A which

causes additional disorder. The Ba edge is the least disordered for X=Ge. For Si, the

Ba K, which is the first neighbor peak, shows a substantial reduction in size and shifts

to the lower r due to interference effects from many different Ba neighbor distances.

For X=Sn, there is a split peak with very low amplitude suggesting a very disordered

environment. The disorder of the lattice is much larger for X=Si,Sn than for the Ge

clathrate and will lead to increased scattering for both phonons and electrons. This

work was presented at one conference and was published in Physical Review B [Keiber

and Bridges, 2015a].
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Chapter 2

EXAFS Background

2.1 Overview

For every subsequent chapter, I use Extended x-ray Absorption Fine Struc-

ture (EXAFS) to reveal local structure of complex crystalline materials. Therefore, it

is worthwhile dedicating this chapter for the reader to gain an understanding of this

experimental and theoretical details of this technique. EXAFS analyzes how x-rays are

absorbed by an atom at energies near and above the core-level binding energies of that

atom. This provides a practical and relatively simple way to determine the chemical

state and local atomic structure for a selected atomic species. It is complimentary to the

more common x-ray diffraction technique since unlike diffraction it is element specific,

capable of measuring signals from dopant atoms, and gives unique information about

the ’bonds’ to neighboring atoms. To collect data we require the use of high intensity

x-rays which we collected over the course of many experimental runs at the Stanford
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Synchrotron Light Source (SSRL).

2.2 Synchrotrons

Synchotrons are among the brightest (brilliant) light sources available which is

a crucial for performing x-ray absorption experiments. Synchrotrons provide a contin-

uous range of x-ray energies that can reach the core electron energies of most elements

with an atomic mass greater than oxygen, (though in practice for us Ca has been the

lowest). A synchrotron accelerates charged particles to nearly the speed of light in a

closed loop which creates a current typically in the hundreds of milliamps. The ring is

mostly straight line paths, but there are several sharp angle changes. When a charged

particle is accelerated perpendicular to its path (i.e. around a curve), it will emit x-rays

tangential to its velocity according to the relativistic Lamour formula. The bending

magnets which change the direction of the electrons do so by accelerating the electrons

inward, producing a stream of x-rays. x-rays are collected for experiments at tangents

to the ring at beamlines which are used for a variety of experiments. In order to increase

intensity, most beamlines now utilize a related method called a wiggler which involves

a series of oppositely aligned magnets to rapidly deflect the electron path back and

forth, forcing the electron bunches to travel in waves (spatially), emitting x-rays with

an increase in intensity depending on the number of magnets.
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Figure 2.1: SSRL ring at night.

2.3 Monochromators

X-rays coming from the synchrotron are distributed over a broad spectrum. In

order to perform spectroscopy, it is necessary to isolate a single x-ray energy at a time.

To achieve this, a double monochromator is used to select the given photon energy. To

tune this beam to a specific energy, a silicon double crystal monochromator is used.

These silicon crystals may be cut off at different faces of the crystal, either the 111, 220

or some other orientation. The two crystals are oriented parallel to each other and are

rotated as a unit. Constructive interference due to Braggs Law, nλ = 2dsinθ, indicates

they will filter all but a specific wavelength of light depending on the angle that they

make with the incoming x-ray beam: where n is an integer, λ is wavelength of the

x-ray, d is the spacing between planes in the atomic lattice, and is the angle between

the planes and the incoming x-ray. Depending on the angle that the monochromator

makes with the x-ray beam, a different wavelength (and thus energy) can be selected.

Additionally, using different crystal orientations, such as 111 and 220, will change d and
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thus allow for a different range of energies to be selected. A relevant attribute of the

monochromator is the energy resolution. It is ideal to have this measurement around

1eV since more resolving power equates to more precise measurements. The uncertainty

in the x-ray energy incident on the sample is caused by two major factors: the intrinsic

uncertainty of the monochromator (dEi/E) and the uncertainty due to spread of the

beam (dEs/E) which depends on a number of physical parameters including the energy

of the x-rays, the slit height (h), the distance to the bending magnet (L), and the lattice

parameter of the monochromator (d). In selecting which monochromator to use, it is

important to consider the total flux, the energy range, and the location of any glitches

within the scan region.

2.4 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

In x-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) spectroscopy, a sample is illumi-

nated with x-rays from a synchrotron that are tuned to the energy necessary to eject

electrons in the core shells of the element we wish to study. We monitor how many

x-rays are absorbed by the material as a function of their energy for transmission mea-

surements. If taken with sufficient accuracy, the spectrum after the absorbance edge

exhibits small oscillations that are the result of the local environments influence on the

target elements basic absorption probability. From the spectrum, we extract the dis-

tances between the absorber and its near-neighbor atoms, the number and type of those

atoms, and the oxidation state of the absorbing element parameters that determine local
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structure. By selecting a different x-ray energy, we can obtain this information for any

element in the sample.

A fundamental aspect of XAFS spectroscopy is that it probes the local struc-

ture of a material, making it a short-range technique. The target element does not have

to be part of a large, coherent domain of atoms as in diffraction. This makes XAFS

ideal for studying dopant atoms at low concentrations, investigating split-peaks, or ob-

serving when an atom is off-center in the lattice. For crystalline solids, XAFS provides

information that is complementary to long-range techniques such as x-ray diffraction

which derives its signal by summing the contributions of many atoms. XAFS yields

insight into the average structure surrounding each adsorption, while x-ray diffraction

provides a picture of the average structure of coherent portions of the solid.

The basic principal of x-ray spectroscopy is to determine how the absorption

of x-rays varies as the incident energy changes. Once the x-ray beam is tuned to the

correct energy it passes through an ion chamber detector to measure the initial intensity,

I0. In the ion chamber detector, a gas (nitrogen for lower energy experiments and argon

for higher) is ionized by the x-rays, and an applied voltage in the chamber collects the

freed electrons giving rise to a detectable current. After the initial intensity is measured

the beam will pass into the sample chamber where the samples are cooled by a cryostat.

There are two setups which can be used to collect EXAFS data: transmission and

fluorescence.

For transmission, the absorption of the entire sample is directly calculated from

the intensity of the beam before and after passing through the sample. In fluorescence,
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Figure 2.2: EXAFS transmission setup showing monochromater and ionization
chambers.

the absorption of the specific element is calculated by looking at the emission of x-rays

at the characteristic fluorescence energy for the desired element. The sample is rotated

45 degrees so that the fluorescence off of the sample can be detected by an energy

selective detector. This detector is typically a multi-element detector with anywhere

from 10-100 detector channels. This fluorescence signal is proportional to transmission

and enables the collection of data in cases where it is not possible to obtain high-quality

transmission data, whether this is due to the sample being too thick to allow sufficient

x-rays to pass through or if the element of interest is too dilute in the sample. After

the x-ray beam passes through I1, it may pass through a reference sample for an I2

signal. The transmission detectors are high voltage ion chambers filled with either N2

or Ar gas, depending on the x-ray energy; Ar absorbs too many of the x-rays to be used

at low energy, while N2 doesnt absorb enough x-rays at high energy to provide a good

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).

Generally, x-ray absorption decreases with increasing energy until the x-ray

energy of the incident photon is large enough to eject a lower energy electron from the

atom into an unoccupied energy level (typically the conduction band). At that point, the
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absorption cross-section jumps to a different value. Quantum mechanically, this is due

to the fact that the probability of the photon being absorbed by the electron depends

on the initial and the final state of the electron, which includes the superposition of

the outgoing and all incoming, back-scattered waves and the potential energy difference

between the atomic state and the Fermi energy. After the x-ray has been absorbed and

the photoelectron has been ejected, its original atom is left lacking an inner electron

and is said to have a core hole. At this point, one of the other electrons in the atom

will quickly fall down into the hole, emitting a fluorescence x-ray. The location of these

edges, and also the fluorescence energies are element-specific existing for each of the

electron energy levels within each element (K = 1s, L1 = 2s, etc.) For this reason,

x-ray spectroscopy is performed over a relatively narrow range at a given edge allows

the probing of the local structure around individual elements.

Another advantage of XAFS is the very short lifetime of the core holes left

behind by the ejected photoelectron which is on the order of 1015 seconds. This is a very

short time compared to most atomic phenomena, but long enough for the photoelectron

to back-scatter off nearby atoms and return to produce an interference pattern at the

absorbing atom. It is possible to collect XAFS information during dynamical processes

where the atoms appear to be static. Sometimes simple x-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAS) is a useful technique. By comparing the ratio of the absorption edge heights at

the same location on a sample to those published in the McMaster Tables, it is possible

to determine the relative concentrations of a sample. This is an effective way to confirm

stoichiometry or dopant levels.
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Figure 2.3: Absorption as a function of energy for K, L, and M edges, as well as how
edges are related to individual electron orbitals. (Lighter elements lack edges starting
at the left; heavier elements add edges to the left.)

2.4.1 EXAFS

Absorption edges possess variations in a short region both just below the edge

energy (in what is called the pre-edge region which is due to excitations of core elec-

trons into higher energy bound states instead of the continuum) and in a longer region

extending several hundred eV above the edge energy. The oscillations above the edge

energy x-ray absorption spectrum is divided into two regimes: x-ray absorption near-

edge spectroscopy (XANES) and extended x-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy

(EXAFS). Though the two have the same physical origin, this distinction is convenient

for the interpretation. XANES is strongly sensitive to the formal oxidation state and
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coordination chemistry (e.g. octahedral or tetrahedral coordination) of the absorbing

atom, while the EXAFS is used to determine the distances, coordination number, and

species of the neighbors of the absorbing atom. X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy

XANES is the study of the immediate post-edge region (up to 30 eV above the edge).

Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) is the study of the post-edge region

starting 30-50 eV above the edge through the end of the visible oscillations.

Figure 2.4: This illustrates a typical absorption edge in energy space. The XANES and
EXAFS regions are clearly labeled.

After the incident x-ray ejects an electron from the host atom, it becomes a

photoelectron ejected with momentum (p). The electron behaves quantum mechani-

cally, thus the photoelectron will have a wavelength λ = h/p, where the momentum of

the photoelectron is determined by the energy of the incident x-ray. Thus, the wave-

length of the outgoing photoelectron is directly determined by the incident x-ray energy.
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This wavelength is important because the photoelectron backscatters off of ’neighbor-

ing’ atoms back to the original absorbing atom creating an interference pattern and

modulating the absorption coefficient (depending on the incident x-ray energy) to pro-

duce the oscillations that are observed above the absorption edge. The EXAFS data

were reduced using the RSXAP package,[RSX, ????] which implements standard data

reduction techniques. First, a pre-edge background was removed from the data using

the the Victoreen formula to adjust the slope above the edge, and an experimental Eo

was defined as the energy at the half-height point on each edge. The post-edge back-

ground µ0 was obtained using a spline fit to the data above the edge and the EXAFS

oscillations χ(E)) extracted using the equation µ(E) = µ0(1+χ(E)) where µ(E) is the

absorption above the edge.

The oscillations are converted to energy space χ(E) from momentum space

k-space via the relation k =
√

2m(E−Eo)
~2

. The k-space data can be numerically Fourier

transformed to yield r-space data. This enables us to make measurements of the in-

teratomic distances between individual elements. To extract parameters such as bond

lengths (ri) and broadening (σi) of the pair distribution functions, the EXAFS data were

fit to a sum of theoretical functions in r-space, corresponding to the different shells of

neighboring atoms in the EXAFS equation. Theoretical functions for each atom pair

were calculated using FEFF8??. We fit to both the real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts

of the Fourier Transform in r-space with some constraints included, this is discussed

more in each chapter. It is important to note that unlike diffraction EXAFS preserves

the phase of the signal there is both the real and imaginary signals which is useful for
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identifying structural features

2.5 EXAFS-Theory

We owe our understanding of EXAFS theory to the pioneers of the technique in

the 1970s [Stern et al., 1974; Lee and Pendry, 1975]. Initially, the signals were small and

data collection extremely tedious. Subsequently, there have been substantial advances

in synchotron radiation sources which has permitted more detailed experiments and

verification of the theory. Here, I give an overview of the components which make up

the ”EXAFS equation” and how they relate to our fitting analysis. EXAFS begins

with the photoelectric effect: when an x-ray is absorbed by a core-level electron with

a specific binding energy, a photo-electron is created propagates away from the atom

with wave number k. The absorption due to a given core energy level relies on the

existence of an available state for the photo-electron: a quantum state at exactly the

right energy and angular momentum. There will be no absorption from the core level if

there is not an available state; quantum selection rules dictate these possible transitions.

When a neighboring atom is included in the analysis, the photo-electron may scatter

from electrons of this neighboring atom and then return to the absorbing atom. The

presence of the photo-electron scattered back from the neighboring atom will alter the

absorption coefficient since the absorption coefficient depends on whether there is an

available electronic state. Since x-ray absorption is a transition between two quantum

states, µ(E) can be modeled with Fermis Golden Rule.
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µ ∼< f |H ′|i > (2.1)

Where < f | represents the initial state (an x-ray, a core electron, and no photo-

electron), |i > is the final state (no x-ray, a core-hole, and a photo-electron), and H is

the interaction term.

Since the core-level electron is very tightly bound to the absorbing atom, the

initial state will not be altered by the presence of the neighboring atom. The final

state will be affected by the neighboring atom because the photo-electron will be able

to see it. The wave function is split into two pieces, one that is the “bare atom” portion

and one that is the effect of the neighboring atom. The EXAFS signal is therefore

the perturbation to the larger bare atom absorptions. The interaction representing the

process of changing between two energy term is pA, where A is the quantized vector

potential. This reduces to a term that is proportional to eikr. The initial state is a

tightly bound core-level, which is approximated by delta function. Putting these terms

together, we can derive an integral equation for χ(E). The change in final state is the

wave-function of the scattered photo-electron, ψscatt(r).

We can further evaluate the amplitude of the scattered photo-electron at the

absorbing atom to get the EXAFS equation. We can describe the outgoing photo-

electron wave-function ψ(k, r) as a spherical wave traveling a distance R to the neigh-

boring atom, then scattering from a neighbor atom, and traveling as a spherical wave

a distance R back to the absorbing atom. However the photo-electron can also scatter

inelastically from other sources, such as from conduction electrons, phonons, etc. In
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addition, the photo-electron has to make it back to the absorbing atom before the ex-

cited state decays which is when the core hole is filled. To account for both the inelastic

scattering and the core-hole lifetime, we use a damped spherical wave.

The scattering factors f(k) and δ(k) depend on the Z of the neighboring atom,

and make EXAFS sensitive to the atomic species of the neighboring atom. Adding

these terms and including the complex conjugate gives us a real function for the EXAFS

signal. For a true measurement, the average is taken from many of atom pairs, thus

even for neighboring atoms of the same type, the thermal and static disorder, in the

bond distances will give a range of distances that will affect the XAFS. To account

for this disorder we change the XAFS equation, where N is the coordination number

and σ2 is the mean-square-displacement in the bond distance r. The XAFS is a sum

of the contributions from each scattering atom type where j represents the individual

coordination shell of identical atoms at approximately the same distance from the central

atom

χ(k) =
∑

i

NiS
2
0

kr2i
FB(k, ri)e

−2ri/λ(k)e−2σ2k2 sin (2kri + 2φc + φi) (2.2)

It is important to note that the EXAFS signal is naturally attenuated by the

1/k factor making it intrinsically a local effect.
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2.6 XANES

XANES is a much larger signal than EXAFS, hence it may be used for atomics

at lower concentrations and at less than-perfect sample conditions. The interpretation

of XANES is complicated by the fact that there is not a simple analytic description

of XANES. The main difficulty is that the EXAFS equation breaks down at low- k,

due to the 1/k term and the increase in the mean-free-path at very low- k. There

is much chemical information from the XANES region since the edge position and

shape is sensitive to formal valence state, ligand type, and coordination environment.

The heights and positions of pre-edge peaks can also be reliably used to empirically

determine oxidation states and coordination chemistry. XANES may also be used as a

reliable fingerprint to identify a compound.

2.7 Sample Preparation

Sample materials for EXAFS experiments must be carefully prepared. Al-

though we do not synthesis (grow) the crystals, I often prepared the samples for anal-

ysis. The crystalline samples were obtained from a number of collaborators including

Brian Maple, Brian Sales, Ryan Baumbach, Peter Rogle, and Sue Carter among others.

Samples came as single crystals, powders of various sizes and thin films. For most ex-

periments a finely ground sample was used, therefore crystalline samples were ground

using a mortar and pestle, then sieved through a 400 µm mesh filter. This served to

produce particles less than 25 micrometers. The fine powder was then brushed onto
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pieces of scotch tape, further limiting the size of the particles to less than 5 microme-

ters. The pieces of tape were then stuck together to form double layers of the sample.

Then the strips were cut into smaller strips of about 2-3 mm in width. The double

layers are placed on top of each other to form a thicker sample, anywhere from one

layer of tape used for low energy edges to 25+ layers for high energy K edges. Samples

are then placed in a sample holder and held in place with vacuum grease and a thin

layer of kapton; four to six samples can be loaded onto the same sample holder. At the

beamline the samples are mounted in a liquid helium flow cryostat with a temperature

sensor and resistive heaters connected to a power supply to maintain any temperature

in the range of 4320 K.
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Chapter 3

PbTe:Tl

3.1 Introduction

For several decades there have been intensive studies of thermoelectric mate-

rials, to better understand and eventually control those properties that are important

for thermoelectric applications.[DOE, 2005; Sales, 2007; Minnich et al., 2009] The figure

of merit, ZT = TS2/(ρκ), is a convenient parameter for characterizing the quality of

such materials. In most cases, good thermoelectrics are semiconductors with relatively

high Seebeck coefficients and quite low electrical resistivity, with the thermal conduc-

tivity determined primarily by the lattice phonons. One example is PbTe. The pure

compound is already a good thermoelectric, but when doped with a small amount of Tl

(Pb1−xTlxTe), ZT improves significantly to ∼ 1.5 near 800K for 2% Tl; much of this

increase is attributed to an enhancement in S at high hole concentrations for the Tl

doped samples, as a result of a change of the density of states near the top of the valence
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band.[Heremans et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2010] At much lower Tl concentrations (∼ 0.2%

Tl) S is larger[Matusiak et al., 2009] but the electrical resistivity is much higher. Un-

fortunately for x > 2%, ZT again decreases. It is important to understand the factors

limiting ZT for such materials, since doping is a promising approach to greatly improve

|S| and hence ZT . Similar but smaller improvements in ZT have also found in Na

doped PbTe.[Pei et al., 2011]

To date, little is known about the local structure about the Tl atom or how Tl

enters the PbTe lattice, although local structure studies of pure PbTe (PDF analysis)

exist.[Saravanan and Robert, 2009; Bozin et al., 2010] Tl doping produces p-type PbTe

but the hole concentration increases more slowly than the Tl concentration. This could

arise in a number of ways: there might be a solubility limit for Tl as suggested by

Singh,[Singh, 2010] or there may be charge compensation - from a mixture of Tl(+1)

and Tl(+3) sites, interstitial Tl which will have short Tl-Pb/Te bonds, or an increase

in Te vacancies.

An important aspect of Tl (and some other) doping for high ZT is a significant

increase in |S| related to an increase in the hole density of states (DOS) near the

Fermi surface, possibly from a resonance enhancement.[Heremans et al., 2008; Singh,

2010] However there is little discussion about conductivity. Here we examine the local

structure about Tl for 1, 2 and 3% concentrations to investigate solubility issues such as

the formation of nano-precipitates, various charge compensation mechanisms and the

extent of disorder about Tl, which is important for understanding electrical transport.

A knowledge of such local structure is crucial for modeling the behavior of such doped
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thermoelectrics; a preliminary study of the 1% sample has been reported.[Bridges et al.,

2013]

3.2 Experimental Details

Tl doped Pb1−xTlxTe samples, with nominal values of x = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 were

prepared by first melting the elements ( > 99.99% purity) in an evacuated carbon-coated

silica tube at 1300 K for 24 h with occasional stirring; the furnace was then cooled to

800 K and the sample annealed for one week. The material was lightly ground by hand

into a fine powder in an argon glove box, loaded into a 1.9 cm diameter graphite die

and hot-pressed in vacuum at 790 K for 1 hour. X-ray diffraction indicated only the

rock salt PbTe phase for the 1 and 2% Tl doped sample; the 3% sample is similar with

possibly a tiny (≤ 0.8 wt %) impurity fraction of Tl4PbTe3. See Ref. Delaire et al.

[2011] for further details.

The dense polycrystalline samples were cut into rectangular bars (∼ 1.5 x

1.5 x 12 mm3) for electrical and Seebeck measurements, and into 1.5 mm thick disks

for thermal diffusivity measurements. Rectangular plates approximately 8 x 5 x 0.4

mm3 were cut for the Hall measurements. Electrical contacts to the crystals were

made with Ag epoxy or Ag paste (below room temperature) or with spring-loaded gold

contacts (above room temperature). Low temperature measurements were made with

the thermal transport option (TTO) from Quantum Design in a Physical Property

Measurement System (PPMS). High temperature electrical and Seebeck measurements
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were made in an ULVAC ZEM-3, and thermal diffusivity measured in an Antler FL-

5000. The thermal conductivity was calculated using the measured heat capacity of

PbTe.[Pashinkin et al., 2009] See Refs. May et al. [2012]; Sales et al. [2012] for additional

details.

For the XAS experiments polycrystalline material was ground, passed through

a 400 mesh sieve, and brushed onto tape, forming a uniform thin layer of small particles.

Two layers of tape were pressed together to encapsulate the fine powder. This double

layer was then cut into small strips (∼ 3 × 18 mm) and five layers were stacked to

provide an absorption edge step of ∼ 0.5 at the Pb LIII edge. For the pure PbTe XAS

sample a small piece of single crystal used previously,[Delaire et al., 2011] was ground

and prepared in a similar manner. (see Ref. Keiber et al. [2012] for further XAS details).

The XAS experiments were carried out at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Lightsource (SSRL) on beamline 4-1 using Si 220 monochromator crystals. Data were

collected in fluorescence mode for the Tl LIII-edge, with the sample at 45◦ to the incident

X-ray beam. The Pb LIII edge data for PbTe and the Tl LIII-edge data for a TlTe

reference sample were collected in transmission. The energy resolutions were ∼ 1.2 eV

for the 1 and 3% samples and 1.4 eV for the 2% sample. To minimize harmonics, the

monochromator was detuned 50% for all edges. For each edge/temperature, three scans

were collected to check reproducibility and to estimate relative errors.

The EXAFS data were reduced using the RSXAP package.[Booth, 2010] Most

of the reduction followed standard procedures,[Booth, 2010; Keiber et al., 2012] but for

the low concentration Tl LIII-edge, an exponentially rising background was observed in
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Figure 3.1: Examples of the k-space data at the Tl LIII edge for 1 and 3% Tl samples
and the corresponding Pb LIII edge data at the bottom which extends to 15 Å−1. The
Tl edge data are limited by the presence of the Pb LIII edge. Note that the shape of
the Tl k-space data is similar to that for the Pb data but broadened.

the fluorescence detector. It arises from the weak Pb X-ray Raman line of the host which

can interfere with the weak Tl fluorescence from the low concentration dopant. Such

interference can exist when dilute dopants of atomic number Z are in a host containing

atom with atomic number (Z+1) - here Pb. Below the Pb LIII edge, the Pb (Z+1)

Raman line, is at a fixed energy below the incident energy. As the X-ray energy is

swept for the Tl LIII data, the Raman line passes through the fluorescence window set

up for Tl and its intensity grows as the x-ray energy increases. We have developed a

means to correct for this situation[Medling and Bridges, 2011] and apply it here to the

Tl data. Also note that because the Tl edge is only 377 eV below the Pb LIII edge,

the k-space range for the Tl LIII data is limited to less than 9 Å−1. For comparison

purposes we use the same Fourier Transform (FT) range for all data, although the Pb

LIII data for PbTe (and also the Tl LIII data for TlTe - not shown) have good k-space

data out to ∼ 15 Å−1 as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 3.2: Hole concentration as a function of T for PbTe:Tl samples doped with 1, 2,
and 3 % Tl. Note that the hole concentration increases much slower than the nominal
concentration, and the increase between 2 and 3 % Tl is quite small. Part of this
decreased hole concentration for the higher dopant concentrations, is likely a result of
charge compensation.

3.3 Transport properties

In Fig. 3.2 we plot the measured Hall coefficient as a function of T for the 1-3

% Tl samples. The number of holes does increase with doping but much slower than

the increase in nominal doping. To check the concentration of Tl in the doped sample

we used the step height ratio at the LIII edges of Tl and Pb, at the same point on the

XAS sample. The measured concentrations were close to the nominal values: 1 % (0.88

%); 2 % (1.61 %); 3% (3.06 %). Thus within this concentration range, Tl is going into

the sample, in agreement with Rustamov et al.[Rustamov et al., 1972] who reported a

solubility > 5 %. However transport measurements or x-ray absorption edge steps are

not sensitive as to how Tl enters the sample; i.e are there nano-precipitates present or

is charge compensation occurring?

Although the hole concentration is increasing, the resistivity, ρ, also increases
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with Tl concentration at low T - see Fig. 3.3, and at high T, ρ is lowest for the 2%

sample. The decreased mobility can arise from an increase in the effective mass with

x as a result of non-parabolic valence bands, and/or from increased scattering from

defects around Tl.

The Seebeck coefficient (Inset Fig. 3.4) decreases slightly with increasing Tl

concentration but changes less than 10 % between our samples. These values of S are

also similar to other published works.[Heremans et al., 2008; Rustamov et al., 1972]

Since the thermal conductivity, κ, above room temperature changes little with Tl dop-

ing[Heremans et al., 2008] the dominant factor determining the figure of merit, ZT , is

the electrical resistivity. As shown in Fig. 3.4, ZT is maximum for the 2% sample, and

the value for the 3 % sample is lower than for the other two samples. Thus these data

raise two important issues: how does increasing Tl concentration increase the carrier

concentration and what effects may be limiting the carrier concentration as the dopant

concentration increases?

3.4 EXAFS Results

In Fig. 3.5, we plot the (Fourier Transformed) r-space Tl LIII data at low T

for each concentration, as well as the Pb LIII edge data, and the Tl LIII edge data of a

TlTe reference sample; a simulation for Tl4PbTe3 using FEFF[Ankudinov et al., 1998]

is also included.

For the PbTe:Tl data, the first peak at approximately 2.9 Å is from the Tl-Te
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Figure 3.3: Resistivity, ρ, for 1, 2, and 3 % PbTe:Tl samples. Although the hole
concentration increases slowly with dopant concentration, the resistivity also increases;
the decreased mobility suggests either increased scattering or an increase in effective
mass (or both).
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Figure 3.4: The figure of merit, ZT , for the 1, 2, and 3 % Tl samples. ZT is largest
for the 2% sample as found previously. Inset: S vs T showing that S changes < 10%
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pair; the second peak (5.0 Å) is composed of a mixture of the first Tl-Pb peak and

the second Tl-Te contributions, while the peak near 6.8 Å is the sum of several single

scattering and multi-scattering paths. The Tl LIII edge data from a TlTe reference

sample (bottom plot) is quite different from the plots for the PbTe:Tl sample - the

main peak occurs at a longer distance indicating longer Tl-Te bonds in TlTe. For

Tl4PbTe3, the difference is even larger - the peaks are at different positions and a dip

occurs where the first main peak in PbTe:Tl is observed.

The Tl LIII data exhibit several unusual aspects. First, the shapes of the three

main peaks in the Tl data are very similar to that in the Pb data, and the amplitudes of

the second and third peaks change little with increasing x. Second, the zero-crossings for

the real part of the FT are identical for the peaks near 5 and 6.8 Å, for all scans. Shifts

of the zero-crossings correspond to changes in pair-distances r; the tiny variation in the

zero-crossings between 4.5 and 7 Å places an upper limit of 0.02-0.03Å for any changes

in r. These two results mean that the more distant environment about Tl is the same in

every PbTe:Tl sample and very similar to that of Pb. Which means that Tl substitutes

on the Pb site, since there are the same types of neighbors and nearly identical pair

distances. The reduced amplitude means increased disorder but it is very unusual that

the change in disorder with increasing x is larger for the first peak compared to the

further neighbors. Typically if there is significant disorder for the first peak the more

distant peaks have an even larger broadening.

There are several explanations for a decreased amplitude. First, increased

disorder about a dopant atom is generally expected. If solubility were an issue, other
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phases might be present including an amorphous phase, but usually is such cases the

entire EXAFS plot has a decreasing amplitude as the dopant concentration increases and

the phase of the real part of the FT, R, shifts; that is not observed here. Finally, when a

+1 dopant replaces a +2 host atom, some charge compensation is expected, such as Te

vacancies (one vacancy for every two Tl atoms), some Tl in an interstitial site, or some

Tl(+3). Note that neighboring Te vacancies would decrease the Tl-Te peak amplitude

but may have little effect on further neighbors. To address these issues we have carried

out detailed fits of the data to a sum of theoretical (FEFF) functions[Ankudinov et al.,

1998] for the first few shells; here we focus primarily on the nearest neighbor Tl-Te shell.

In a few fits we have considered the possibilities of a small fraction of TlTe or Tl4PbTe3

present, or a small fraction of interstitial Tl sites.

Fits were carried out in r-space; for the Tl-Te peak we varied the amplitude,

NS2o (N – coordination number; S2o – amplitude reduction factor from multi-scattering

effects), the pair distribution width, σ, and the bond length r. For the corresponding

Pb LIII edge data, S2o is ∼ 0.9 and we expect it to be similar for Tl as it is a neighbor

to Pb in the periodic table. An example of a fit for the 2% sample is shown in Fig.

3.6; first peak parameters are given in caption. There are strong correlations between N

and σ when they are both varied and the values of N can vary ∼ 12% for a given scan.

Nevertheless the fits always show a decrease in N with increasing x for every sample,

for each scan, and for all the low temperature data. N is close to 6 (5.7) for the 1

% sample, but is roughly 5 for the 3 % Tl sample - see Table 3.1. For the 2 and 3%

samples, reducing N gives a much better fit than holding N constant and modeling the
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Figure 3.5: (Top) r-space (FT) EXAFS data at the Tl LIII edge for 1 to 3 % Tl
concentrations (1% at 10 K; 2 and 3% at 5 K), and the Pb LIII edge from the pure
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FT.
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reduced amplitude with σ alone. In addition, the Tl-Te bond length is longer than the

Pb-Te bond length by ∼ 0.04 Å, consistent with Tl(+1) being larger than Pb(+2).

Fits with various quantities of TlTe included (using the 10K TlTe data as an ex-

perimental standard), did not improve the fits as judged by Hamilton’s F-test;[Downward

et al., 2007] also the amplitude of the TlTe component shifted towards zero. Similarly,

assuming a small fraction of Tl interstitial which adds a peak with a short bond length

and a complex peak between 2.5 and 3 Å, or some Tl4PbTe3 did not improve the fits.

We cannot say there are no precipitates or Tl interstitials, but if present, they are at

most a few percent of the Tl. Split-peak fits of the Tl-Te shell (as suggested for Pb-

Te[Bozin et al., 2010]) were precluded because of the short FT range (3.3-8.2 Å−1) for

the Tl data.

From fits to several traces at low T for the Tl LIII edge data, we obtained

an average value of NS2o for each sample (Tl-Te pair), and then fixed the amplitude
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at this average value for further fits (as a function of temperature) to extract σ(T).

From these results and fits of TlTe, the value of S2o is consistent with that for Pb, ∼

0.9. In Fig. 3.7 we plot σ2(T ) of the the Tl-Te pair for the three Tl concentrations, as

well as the results for the Pb-Te pair for comparison using the same short FT range.

Above 200K the amplitude of the Tl data is small and the signal to noise becomes

too low to obtain good fits. There is a systematic vertical increase in σ2(T) as the Tl

concentration increases, but to first order the σ2(T) plots have similar slopes for the

three Tl and the Pb samples. We have fit σ2(T) to a correlated Debye model which

treats the unit cell as a simple unit cell. The correlated Debye temperatures, θcD, and

static off-sets, σ2static, are tabulated in the figure caption. The values of θcD are nearly

the same for all samples indicating similar effective spring constants between Tl and

Te (and between Pb and Te). These relatively low Debye temperatures are similar to

those found in other thermoelectric materials such as the skutterudites.[Cao et al., 2004;

Keiber et al., 2012] Note that the static values, σ2static, depend on the value of N used;

to first order an increase in N shifts the σ2(T) plot vertically. Although it is difficult

to separate changes in N from increases in σ2static, the data consistently indicate that as

the Tl concentration increases there is both an increase in the static distortion about

Tl and a decrease in the number of nearest neighbor Te atoms. In Table 3.1 the error

in N is for a single scan; the averaged error for 6-9 traces is considerably smaller (more

than a factor of 2), but because of the correlations, statistical averaging is questionable

and we only give the error for a single scan.
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Table 3.1: Properties for the Tl local structure in PbTe:Tl including: the measured
concentration of Tl by XANES, the correlated Debye temperature for the Tl-Te pair,
the corresponding static offset, and the calculated nearest neighbor Te shell coordination
number. The error in N is for a single scan but the same results are obtained for 6-9
traces at low T. The values for the Pb-Te pair are shown on the last line for comparison.

heightDoping Conc. θcD (K) σ2static (Å2) N

Tl 1% 0.88% 114 0.0031 5.7(0.7)
Tl 2% 1.61% 109 0.0060 5.1(0.7)
Tl 3% 3.06% 115 0.0083 4.6(0.7)
Pb-Te - 120 0.0007 6.0

3.5 Discussion and Conclusions

In summary, Tl dopants play a complex role in determining the unusual ther-

moelectric properties of PbTe:Tl. From the ratio of the Tl and Pb step heights, the Tl

concentrations are close to the nominal values. In addition, the identical phase of the

real part of the FT for the Tl and the Pb LIII edge data, from 4.5 to 7 Å, - see Fig.

3.5 means that the types of neighbors about Tl and the distances to them are identical

to the further environment about Pb. Thus, we conclude that Tl substitutes on the Pb

site, with no evidence for solubility issues or the presence of interstitials. This precludes

the possibility that a significant fraction of the Tl has formed a precipitate of another

structure; however one cannot exclude that a small fraction, perhaps ∼ 5% of the Tl,

might be in such a phase. There is also the possibility that the presence of Tl and an

associated Te vacancy might lead to the formation of smaller PbTe:Tl grain sizes - but

these should not be considered precipitates.

Earlier studies[Waddington and Grassie, 1988] indicated that Tl has a single

valence in PbTe and our recent XANES[Bridges et al., 2013] also showed no evidence for

two valence states. The current results show that the environment about Tl is slightly
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expanded (0.03-0.04 Å) as expected for a large Tl(+1) defect. Thus all experiments are

consistent with a primarily Tl(+1) defect.

However, doping with Tl is not a simple substitution on the Pb site. The

significant decrease in amplitude for the Tl-Te peak with increasing x (Fig. 3.5), with

little change in the amplitudes of the further neighbor peaks, indicates that nearest

neighbor Te vacancies are present which will compensate the Tl(+1) dopant. The small

increase in hole doping with increasing x, particularly from 2-3% Tl, is consistent with

significant charge compensation.

The third important aspect of Tl doping is an increase in the local disorder

about the Tl site - both from increasing disorder in the Tl-Te bondlength distribution

and the increase in Te vacancies - as x increases. In contrast the thermally induced

contributions to the disorder for the Tl-Te pair are the same for all values of x; the
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values of θcD are similar for all the Tl samples and comparable to that for the Pb-Te

pair. The combination of increased vacancies and local bond disorder will increase the

hole scattering and partially explain the increased resistivity and low ZT value for the

3% sample, in spite of the increase in hole concentration. Thus it is important for

understanding the thermoelectric properties to also determine the local structure about

dopants that increase the Seebeck coefficient. Possibly doping on sites that have less

effect on electron scattering such as the ”rattler” site in other systems may prove useful

for increasing ZT .
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Chapter 4

PbTe-OffCenter

4.1 Introduction

Thermoelectric materials are important compounds with numerous applica-

tions ranging from solid state refrigeration, to industrial heat regeneration. Good ther-

moelectrics are characterized by a high figure of merit, ZT = TS2/(ρκ), which requires

simultaneously having a high Seebeck coefficient, S, a low electrical resistivity ρ, and a

low thermal conductivity, κ, with the latter determined primarily by the lattice phonons

[?]. One of the widely used materials is PbTe which has a high ZT at elevated tem-

peratures; ZT can be further enhanced via Tl or Na doping[Heremans et al., 2008; Pei

et al., 2011]. The low thermal conductivity observed in PbTe is due to a combination of

properties: PbTe has soft bonds, contains heavy atoms, exhibits relatively high anhar-

monicity even at 300 K,[Delaire et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2012] has a large Gruneisen

parameter[LaLonde et al., 2011], and a slow speed of sound.
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Although much recent work has focused on the doped materials, pure PbTe

has interesting structural properties that are not yet understood. Bozin et al. observed

a strong thermal broadening of the nearest neighbor Pb-Te (Te-Pb) peak in x-ray total

scattering (XTS) experiments on PbTe,[Bozin et al., 2010] and obtained slightly better

fits if they assumed Pb was off-center in the crystal along the 100 direction, leading to

a split Pb-Te peak. Their off-center Pb displacement begins at approximately 100 K

and increases with temperature, with a displacement of approximately 0.18 Å at 300 K.

This result lead them to construct a model of local electric dipoles that emerge from the

undistorted ground state upon warming [Bozin et al., 2010]. However, displacements

of the magnitude they suggest would significantly affect the EXAFS data; EXAFS

has the ability to resolve split peaks when the splitting ∆r > π/2kmax. Since the

maximum k-vector for our data is 14.4 Å−1, we can resolve splittings larger than ∼ 0.1

Å. When the splitting is small, the main effect is an increased broadening of the peak;

this contribution adds in quadrature to thermal contributions[Teo, 1986; Bridges et al.,

2010]

σ2Total =
1

N

∑

i

Ni(σ
2
i + (ri − rav)

2), (4.1)

where N is the total number of bonds, Ni is the number of bonds of length ri and rav

is the average bond length.

For small splittings, it is impossible to distinguish between a thermally broad-

ened peak with some static disorder and a slightly split peak. However, the effect of

split peaks becomes noticeable beyond the resolution limit (π/2kmax) and leads to in-
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terference (kinks or phase changes) in the real and imaginary parts of the r-space data

(Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of k-space data). Here we exploit this aspect of EXAFS

to investigate any off-center behavior in PbTe, concentrating on the first neighbor pairs;

Pb-Te pair in Pb LIII edge and the Te-Pb pair in the Te K edge data.

Additionally, significant anharmonicities have been reported by Delaire et

al.[Delaire et al., 2011] in phonon mode measurements for the PbTe lattice; similar

results as well as a new mode were reported by Jensen et al.[Jensen et al., 2012]. How-

ever the local atomic motions that lead to this anharmonicity are not yet clear. Bozin

et al.[Bozin et al., 2010] also observed an asymmetric first peak in the high T XTS data

- a sum of Pb-Te and Te-Pb correlations, but use Gaussians to fit the data. In EXAFS

this asymmetry is described by the third cumulant C3 [Bunker, 1983] and we also report

this parameter for Pb-Te. However the anharmonicities may extend beyond the nearest

neighbor peak. We address this question briefly but a full investigation is not presented

here.

The PbTe and PbTe:Tl samples were prepared as described in previous stud-

ies[Keiber et al., 2013; Delaire et al., 2011] and the preparation of the EXAFS samples

is described in Refs. Keiber et al. [2012, 2013]. The XAS experiments were carried out

in transmission mode at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL). The

energy resolutions were ∼ 1.2-1.4 eV for the Pb LIII data and 4 eV for the Te K edge

data, and the monochromator was detuned 50% for both edges to minimize harmonics.

Three scans were collected for each edge/temperature for averaging and to check repro-

ducibility. The EXAFS data were reduced using standard procedures using the RSXAP
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Figure 4.1: r-space (FFT(k(χ(k))) EXAFS data for PbTe as a function of temperature:
a) Pb LIII edge, FT range 3.3 - 14.4 Å−1 with a Gaussian rounding of 0.2 Å−1; b) Te K
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Figure 4.2: k-space data at 10 K for the Pb LIII edge (to 15 Å−1) and the corresponding
Te K edge (to 16 Å−1) in PbTe.

package[Booth, 2010]; an example of the high-quality k-space data at 10 K is shown in

Fig. 4.2 for the Pb and Te edges, to 15 and 16 Å−1, respectively.

4.2 EXAFS Results

In Fig. 4.1a,b, we plot the r-space EXAFS data as a function of temperature

for the Pb LIII and Te K edges. The first peak near 3 Å, is the Pb-Te peak for the Pb

LIII data, and the Te-Pb peak for Te K edge data. The second neighbor peaks near

4.4 Å are the Pb-Pb and Te-Te peaks in the Pb LIII and Te K edge data respectively.

Both data sets show a strong temperature dependence of all pairs, and by 300 K the

first shell is approaching the noise level. The peaks for the second neighbor pairs have

an even stronger temperature dependence, with the strongest T-dependence observed
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for the Pb-Pb peak.

To investigate the broadening of the Pb-Te pair distribution function, we have

carried out detailed fits of the data to a sum of theoretical (FEFF) functions[Ankudinov

et al., 1998] for the first few shells; here we focus on the nearest neighbor shells in the

two data sets which both probe the same pair (Pb-Te and Te-Pb).

Before fitting the data we first illustrate the difference between a split-peak

and a broadened peak over the short r-range of the first Pb-Te peak, as shown in Fig.

4.3. We used the Pb-Te theoretical function generated with FEFF[Ankudinov et al.,

1998], and split the peak, with 50% shifted 0.10 Å to higher r and 50% shifted -0.10 Å

to lower r. The top part shows the real part, R, of the FT for the original function (solid

line) and also the two split functions which are are partially out of phase. The lower part

compares the original (unsplit) Pb-Te standard (solid line) and the two split standards

added together (dotted line). Notice the significant difference in phases between the

unsplit and split peaks. In general when there is significant destructive interference, the

amplitude is decreased and often there are kinks or phase shifts in R(r).

Fits were carried out in r-space for the Pb-Te and Te-Pb peaks; we first varied

the amplitude, NS2o, the pair distribution width, σ, and the bond length r. The coordi-

nation number, N, is 6 for Pb-Te. S2o, the amplitude reduction factor from multi-electron

effects, is generally between 0.8 and 1.0. At low T the lattice is well ordered and S2o

was determined from the average of several fits to scans at 10 K; S2o = 0.95 for the Pb

LIII edge and 0.92 for the Te K edge. S2o was then fixed at these values for fits as a

function of temperature. The absolute value of rPb−Te agree with diffraction to within
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Figure 4.3: The top plot shows the real part, R(r), of FFT(k(χ(k)), generated by FEFF
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0.01 Å[Bozin et al., 2010].

To model the 100 off-center displacement proposed by Bozin et al.[Bozin et al.,

2010] we used a sum of split peaks. For this model there is one short bond, one long

bond and four bonds approximately unshifted. These bond lengths are all specified by

the off-center displacement D. Note that values of D < 0.1 Å are not significant because

even for the long k-range used, small splittings cannot be distinguished from an overall

broadening. We first allowed D to vary, starting from the values in Bozin et al.; for these

fits, D < 0.1 Å for all scans and the goodness-of-fit parameter, C2, was comparable to

that with no splitting. Only the values of the σ’s changed, consistent with Equ, 4.1. To

compare more directly with the results of Bozin et al. we fixed the splitting D(T ) to

the reported values (0.12 to 0.18 Å) for 150 < T < 310 K, and then allowed the other

parameters to vary. In this case C2 increased significantly, by a factor of four at high
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temperature for the Pb LIII edge data; this is an enormous decrease in the quality of

the fit and the Hamilton F-test[Hamilton, 1965; Joyner et al., 1987; Downward et al.,

2007] confidence level is 0.995, that for temperatures above 200 K, a broadened peak is

a much better fit than the split peak. Note the F-test uses the ratio of C2 parameters

and the number of degrees of freedom for two fits, to determine if one fit is significantly

better.

The effects of a large splitting are observed directly in plots of the real part,

R(r), of the FFT as shown in Fig. 4.4 for several Pb LIII data sets at temperatures

between 250 and 310 K. For these data there is a significant kink from 2.6-2.8 Å, in

the fit using a split peak (solid black line), and the disagreement between the fits using

the split peaks and fits using a broadened peak (solid red (gray) line) increases as T

increases. Some fits were also carried out for 110 and 111 off-center displacements for

Pb but again C2 increased for significant splittings D. Similar results were obtained for
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the Te K-edge data.

To investigate anharmonic effects[Delaire et al., 2011] for the Pb-Te bond, we

included the third and fourth cumulants (C3 and C4 parameters)[Bunker, 1983] in the

fits. C3 is a measure of the ”skewness” of the pair distribution function, and in k-

space, primarily affects the phase at high k-values. The C4 parameter determines the

kurtosis, a flattening (sharpening) of the peak of the Gaussian; here it slightly increases

the amplitude at high k. However,the effect on the quality of the fit at high T is small

and we do not discuss it further - see Supplement. For the Pb data which has better

signal-to-noise at high k, the fit including C3 is significantly improved for T ≥ 190 K,

based on the Hamilton F-test, (confidence level > 0.95); however the smooth variation

of C3 with T suggests that the values at lower T are probably also valid. Examples of

these improved fits are also shown in Fig. 4.4, as black dashed lines; the dashed lines

now passes through the data points.

It is also instructive to show the results in k space at high k where the effects

of C3 are largest. In Fig. 4.5 we compare the original data at 280 K for the Pb LIII

data (includes further neighbors; see Supplement), with the back FFT (BFT) of the

data over the r-range 2.4 to 3.3 Å, plus the BFTs of the split-peak fit and the C3 fit

(same range). The C3 fit follows the phase of the data very well over the entire k range;

in contrast the split peak has a large shift in phase at high k and the amplitude is too

large.

From these fits we extracted C3(T ) (See Fig. 4.6); each point is the aver-

age value from three scans. C3 starts near zero at 10 K, and increases quadrati-
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Figure 4.6: The C3 parameter for the Pb-Te bond, from the Pb LIII edge data, as a
function of temperature.

cally[Tranquada and Ingalls, 1983] with T up to 310 K. Clearly the distribution is

significantly skewed at room temperature and the positive sign indicates more broaden-

ing on the high r side of the distribution, similar to the asymmetric distribution function

shown at 500 K, in Bozin et al.[Bozin et al., 2010]. Thus starting with a broadened peak

at 300 K (red (gray) line in Fig. 4.4), the use of a split peak model moves the fit towards

the solid black line leading to a progressively poorer fit, while increasing a C3 parameter

moves the fit towards the dashed black line and yields a much better fit.

For each sample, we also extracted σ(T ) for the Pb-Te and Te-Pb pairs (Pb

and Te edge data) from these fits as a function of temperature. In Fig. 4.7 we plot σ2(T )

for pure PbTe and the 2% Tl doped sample; other samples are similar. This figure shows

that the four plots of σ2(T ) are very nearly the same. This is the expected result since

the Pb-Te pair is identical to the Te-Pb pair. Also, the variation of σ2 with T is similar

but slightly smaller than the variation of Uiso in diffraction[Bozin et al., 2010]. The static
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comparison are the data for PbTe doped with 2% Tl. The solid lines are fits to a
correlated Debye model. The data are nearly identical; Pb-Te and Te-Pb are the same
pair but probed from different atoms.

off-set and correlated Debye temperatures are 0.00061 Å2 and 116 K for the Pb-Te pair

and .0012 Å2 and 120 K for the Te-Pb pair. The low values for the static offsets indicate

that neither Pb nor Te atoms are off-center at low T in agreement with the low T data

of Bozin et al.[Bozin et al., 2010]. The low value of the correlated Debye temperature is

consistent with PbTe having a weakly bound lattice. Einstein temperatures of similar

magnitudes have been found for “rattler” atoms in other thermoelectric materials having

very low thermal conductivities, such as the skutterudites[Cao et al., 2004; Keiber et al.,

2012] and clathrates[Baumbach et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2008].

Even larger effects are observed for the second neighbor peaks which decrease

more rapidly with temperature than the first neighbor peaks - see Fig. 4.1; in addition,

the Pb-Pb peak amplitude decreases approximately twice as fast as that for the Te-

Te pair. This suggests substantially greater disorder of the Pb-Pb pair than for the

Te-Te pair at 300 K, which may be the result of the electron lone-pair on the Pb
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atoms producing a large distortion of the Pb-Pb distribution function. However further

analysis is needed to clarify the second neighbor distributions.

4.3 Discussion and Conclusions

In summary we find no evidence, up to 310 K, of a significant off-center dis-

placement of the Pb or Te atoms from the average crystal structure position. Displace-

ments of the magnitude proposed by Bozin et al.[Bozin et al., 2010] would produce

significant changes in the phase of the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier trans-

form; for the Pb edge data this displacement would introduce a large kink in R(r) near

2.7 Å. We agree that thermally induced vibrations grow rapidly with T and there is sig-

nificant thermally-induced disorder at 300 K, characterized by a low correlated Debye

temperature, plus a growing asymmetry of the Pb-Te distribution function on the high

r side of the peak. Thus the Pb and Te atoms see an anharmonic potential as indicated

by Refs. Delaire et al. [2011]; Jensen et al. [2012] with even larger effects for the second

neighbor pairs. This may indicate that low energy shearing vibration modes are ther-

mally activated that reduce the amplitude of the second neighbor peaks. Finally we

note a recent calculation using a maximum entropy method which suggests very large

100 off-center displacements for Pb[Kastbjerg et al., 2013] (0.25 Å at 105 K and 0.3 Å

at 300K). Such large displacements would strongly decrease the amplitude and change

the shape of the Pb-Te peak and are inconsistent with our data.

EXAFS provides valuable r-space phase information for the first neighbor peak
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that is not available with x-ray or neutron total scattering experiments. By using this

information we can easily differentiate between a large splitting of the peak and a

large asymmetric broadening. These results suggest combinations of techniques will be

important for complex systems or complex dynamics.
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Chapter 5

Themoelectric Filled Skutterudites

5.1 Introduction

The family of filled skutterudite compounds with the chemical formula LnT4X12

(Ln = lanthanide; T = Fe, Ru, or Os; and X = P, As, or Sb) displays an unusually

wide variety of interesting phenomena including low thermal conductivity and good

thermoelectric properties at high temperatures, 600-900 K,[Keppens et al., 1998] con-

ventional and unconventional superconductivity, magnetic and multipolar order, metal-

insulator transitions, Kondo phenomena, heavy fermion (HF), and non-Fermi-liquid be-

havior.[?Maple et al., 2003, 2007] These compounds crystallize in the cubic Im3̄ space

group, and are characterized by a large unit cell which includes icosahedral pnicto-

gen (X) cages that surround the Ln ions. It has been proposed that some of the ex-

otic phenomena that are seen in these materials originate from this unusual atomic

configuration, which allows the Ln ions to undergo large amplitude (“rattling”) vibra-
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Figure 5.1: The skutterudite unit cell. Large atoms (pink) - Ln; internal square rings
(blue) - X atoms, here Sb; cubic cage structure (red) - T atoms.

tions,[Keppens et al., 1998] leading to strong phonon scattering and local charge degrees

of freedom.[Hattori et al., 2005; Yashiki et al., 2011] Correlated electron behavior is also

generated by hybridization between the localized 4f electronic states of the Ln ions, and

the conduction electron states. Crystalline electric field (CEF) splittings of the Hund’s

rule multiplets of the Ln ions also play an important role in the physical properties of

these materials. [Aoki et al., 2005; Sato et al., 2008; Maple et al., 2008]

A variety of experimental techniques have been used to investigate these ma-

terials, including extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS),[Cao et al., 2004;

Bauer et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2005; Nitta et al., 2008] ultrasonic measurements,[Yanagisawa

et al., 2008b, 2011] specific heat, [Matsuhira et al., 2009] Raman scattering,[Ogita et al.,

2006] inelastic neutron and X-ray scattering [Tsutsui et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2006; Her-

mann et al., 2003], nuclear inelastic scattering [Long et al., 2005], and single crystal

X-ray diffraction.[Yamaura and Hiroi, 2011] Many of these measurements reveal the
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presence of a low lying optical phonon, supporting the point of view that the Ln ions

undergo a low energy rattling behavior about the crystallographic Ln site.

However, two of the Sb-based filled skutterudites NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12,

exhibit several unusual properties that may be related to distortions of the local struc-

ture: first, ultrasonic measurements have revealed a low temperature softening of the

phonon dispersion, which has been interpreted in terms of large off-center displacements

of the Nd and Pr ions.[Goto et al., 2004; Yanagisawa et al., 2008b,a] The proposed off-

center displacement for Nd is surprisingly large - 0.4 Å - twice as large as that suggested

for Pr. In addition, unexpected HF behavior at low temperature is also observed for

these materials, where γ is 520 mJ/mol-K2 and ∼ 310 – 750 mJ/mol-K2, respectively,

for the Nd and Pr compounds, pointing towards the possibility of a common mecha-

nism for the mass enhancement in this family of Sb-based crystals.[Bauer et al., 2002;

Ho et al., 2005] In contrast, a recent Sb-NMR study of PrOs4Sb12 suggests that in

this case, the mass enhancement[Goremychkin et al., 2004] is due to scattering of the

conduction electrons via multipole fluctuations that are related to the unusually small

singlet-triplet crystal electric field (CEF) excitation.[Tou et al., 2011]

A prerequisite for developing models to describe the phonon scattering, the

CEF and correlated electron behavior, is a clear understanding of the local structure,

including possible local distortions and the lattice dynamics. Ultrasonic studies[Goto

et al., 2004; Yanagisawa et al., 2008b] are an indirect measure of local structure and

a local probe is needed to clarify the structure. The EXAFS technique is particularly

well suited to this effort because it provides an element specific method for determining
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interatomic distances and local distortions. Measurements as a function of temperature

provide information about the dynamics for various atomic pairs, parametrized by the

correlated Debye and/or Einstein temperatures.

Here we use the EXAFS technique to investigate the local structure in NdOs4Sb12

and PrOs4Sb12, for several shells of neighbors about each type of atom in the structure,

and contrast those results with comparable measurements for EuOs4Sb12 which has no

significant local distortions. Because the proposed off-center displacement for Nd is

much larger than for Pr, we often focus on the Nd sample. Our measurements reveal

that relative to the Sb cage, both Nd and Pr are on-center, low-energy rattlers, with

no evidence for any significant off-center displacement. Surprisingly however, we find

that although the nearest neighbor peaks have typical amplitudes for low temperature

data, the second neighbor peaks (Nd-Os and Pr-Os) are anomalously small at 4 K,

and not observable at 300 K - the suppression of the second neighbor peak is largest

for the Nd sample. In contrast, for EuOs44Sb12, both the Eu-Sb and Eu-Os peaks at

low temperatures have reasonable amplitudes with little excess broadening; additional

measurements at the Os LIII- and Sb K-edges also show no significant local distortions

for the Eu sample.

These results indicate that for the Nd and Pr materials, there is some type of

disorder that is related to the Os site which is absent for the Eu analogue. Additionally,

measurements at the Os LIII-edge for the Nd and Pr samples also indicate an anomaly

for the Os-Os pair. Based on these results, we suggest several scenarios to model the

disorder. This disorder is likely the reason for the anomalous results in ultrasonic mea-
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surements and may help clarify the unusual heavy fermion behavior and unconventional

superconductivity in PrOs4Sb12.

5.2 Experimental Details and EXAFS Technique

Single crystal samples of LnOs4Sb12 (Ln = Nd, Pr, Eu) were grown using

a molten-metal flux method.[Frederick et al., 2004] The samples were etched in a 1:1

HNO3-HCl mixture to remove excess Sb flux.

EXAFS samples were prepared by grinding single crystals using a mortar and

pestle. Next the powder was passed through a 400 mesh sieve and brushed onto scotch

tape, which preferentially holds the smaller grains (≤ 5µm) in a thin layer. Two layers

of tape were pressed together (double layer) to encapsulate the powder. For the low

energy Ln LIII-edges, 2-3 double layers were used, while for the Os LIII-edge, 3-4 layers

were used. Finally, for the high energy Sb K-edge (∼ 30 keV) 8-12 layers were used.

All the transmission EXAFS data were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron

Radiation Laboratory (SSRL), over a wide temperature range (4-300 K) using Si monochro-

mator crystals. Details of the beamline configuration used for each element are given

in Table 5.1. Most of the monochromators were detuned 50% to minimize harmonics.

The exception is for the Sb K-edge for NdOs4Sb12; in this case, the monochromator was

only detuned to 70%.

The Nd LIII-edge data were collected on beam line 10-2. For high energy

resolution, we used a double Si(111) monochromator, with a vertical slit size of 0.5
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mm, yielding an energy resolution (δE) of 1.2 eV. For the older data for the Pr and Eu

LIII edges, the data were collected on the old beamline 4-3 using 220 monochromator

crystals; a slit height of 1.5 mm gives energy resolutions of 0.9 and 1.2 eV for Pr and

Eu respectively. For each rare earth edge, the monochromator was detuned 50% to

minimize harmonics. The Os LIII data for NdOs4Sb12 were collected on beamline 10-2

using 111 crystals and a vertical slit height of 0.5 mm (energy resolution 2.2 eV). The

old Os LIII data for EuOs4Sb12 were collected on 10-2 using (water cooled) 111’s with

a slit height of 0.7 mm (energy resolution 2.6 eV), while the corresponding Os LIII

data for PrOs4Sb12 were collected on the old 4-3 beamline using 220 crystals (energy

resolution 1.4 eV). The Sb K-edge data for NdOs4Sb12 were collected on 10-2 using 220

crystals and a slit height of 0.2mm (energy resolution 3.2 eV), while the old Sb edge

data for EuOs4Sb12 were collected on the old 4-3 line using 220 crystals and vertical slits

of 0.3mm (energy resolution 4.7 eV). For better resolution, the Sb data for PrOs4Sb12

were collected on the old (water cooled) 4-2 beamline using 400 monochromator crystals

with a slit height of 0.3 mm (energy resolution 3 eV). For the NdOs4Sb12 sample (Sb

K-edge), the monochromator was only detuned to 70%, while for the old Sb K-edge

data, both monochromators were detuned 50% for harmonic reduction.

Examples of the k-space data for the Nd and Os LIII-edges and the Sb K-edge

for NdOs4Sb12 are shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Si double monochromator details: Beamline 10-2 has been upgraded to use
liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled monochromator crystals, while beamline 4 (4-1, 4-2, 4-3)
was moved to a different location and also upgraded to LN cooled crystals. Data were
collected both before and after the upgrades. In the beamline column, “a” refers to the
new configuration, while “b” refers to the old, water-cooled configuration.

heightElement Slit Height (mm) Crystals Resolution (eV) Beamline

NdOs4Sb12
Nd 0.5 111 1.2 10-2a
Os 0.5 111 2.2 10-2a
Sb 0.2 220 3.2 10-2a

PrOs4Sb12
Pr 1.5 220 0.9 4-3b
Os 0.7 220 1.4 4-3b
Sb 0.3 400 3 4-2b

EuOs4Sb12
Eu 1.5 220 1.2 4-3b
Os 0.7 111 2.6 10-2b
Sb 0.3 220 4.7 4-3b
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Figure 5.2: Examples of k-space data at 4 K for the Nd and Os LIII-edges and at 8 K for
the Sb K-edge in NdOs4Sb12, showing the high quality of the data. The corresponding
data for PrOs4Sb12 and EuOs4Sb12 are similar. Note the k-range for the rare earth
atoms is limited by the LII edge.
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5.2.1 Rare earth LIII-edge data

The EXAFS r-space data at the LIII-edge for the rare earth elements, Nd, Pr,

and Eu, are shown in Fig. 5.3 as a function of temperature; the temperature dependence

is very strong for each sample, with the amplitude of all peaks decreasing rapidly as

temperature increases. The Nd sample which has the largest proposed off-center rattler

displacement is plotted at the top while the Eu sample which shows no significant

disorder is at the bottom. For each rare earth atom, the first shell of neighbors is

formed of twelve Sb atoms at ∼ 3.5 Å from the Ln atom and the second shell of eight

Os atoms at 4.0 Å. In EXAFS r-space plots, the positions of the peaks are shifted to

shorter r by a well know phase factor for each atom pair, determined by the phase

shifts δc(k) and δi(k).[Teo, 1986] The expected positions of the EXAFS r-space peaks

are indicated by short vertical lines for each compound; these were determined using

FEFF8[Ankudinov et al., 1998] and the space group from diffraction.[Ho et al., 2005]

Note the different FT ranges for each edge; the high end of the k-range is

limited by the presence of the LII edge - see Fig. 5.3 for details. The different FT ranges

lead to different amplitudes in r-space; however if the same FT range (not shown) is

used for comparison of the three samples at 4 K, the difference in amplitude of the first

peak is ± 15%, and if modified using the measured values of S2o, the effective amplitudes

only vary by ± 5%. Consquently the variation in σ at 4 K for the Nd-Sb, Pr-Sb and

Eu-Sb pairs will be small.

The first double-peak structure for NdOs4Sb12 from 2.3-3.8 Å has a large
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amplitude at 4 K with a sharp dip near 3 Å; it is remarkably similar in shape to the

Nd-Sb pair theoretical function calculated using FEFF8[Ankudinov et al., 1998] which

has maxima at 2.75 and 3.43 Å. Similar results are seen for the Pr and Eu LIII data.

The similar shape and comparable amplitude when using the same FFT range indicates

there is little distortion of the Nd-Sb and Pr-Sb peaks; the data are not consistent with

Nd or Pr being significantly off-center. A further indication that there is little disorder

of the first peak for any of the LIII data, is that the sharp dip near 3Å is observed for

all three samples. If the pair distribution function were strongly broadened, this dip

would almost disappear.

In contrast the second neighbor peaks for the Nd-Os and Pr-Os pairs, which

should occur between roughly 3.5 and 4.3 Å, appear to be very weak at ∼ 4 K, when

compared to the Eu-Os peak. Since at low temperatures the thermal vibrations are

reduced to zero-point-motion, a greatly reduced amplitude indicates significant static

(or quasi-static) disorder, resulting in a large value for σ.

To investigate this in more detail, 2-peak fits of the 4 K data (a sum of Ln-Sb

and Ln-Os functions) were carried out from 2.5-4.3 Å for the Nd, Pr and Eu LIII-edges.

For these fits at 4 K, we kept the amplitude ratio of the first Nd-Sb and Nd-Os pairs

fixed at the ratio of the coordination numbers - 12:8, but varied the Nd-Sb amplitude to

obtain S2o. We allowed four other parameters to vary: two δr’s and two σ’s. The values

of S2o are 0.79, 0.75 and 0.96 for Nd, Pr, and Eu respectively. These fits are shown in

Fig. 5.4, including the individual peaks.

For the Eu LIII edge, the Eu-Os peak has a moderate amplitude (Fig. 5.4c)
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Figure 5.3: Plots of the r-space data for the Nd, Pr, and Eu LIII-edges as a function of
temperature, showing a strong temperature dependence. The expected positions of the
first and second neighbors are indicated by short vertical black lines. Here, and in all
r-space plots, the rapidly oscillating function is the real (Re) part of the FT while the
envelope is given by

√
Re2 + Im2 where Im is the imaginary part of the FT. The FT

ranges are: 3.5-10.2 Å−1 for Nd, 3.5-9.2 Å−1 for Pr and 3.5-11.2 Å−1 for Eu.
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and the values of σ2 for the Eu-Sb and Eu-Os peaks are comparable (σ ∼ 0.06 Å),

which is expected for a rattler atom vibrating inside a nearly rigid cage. In contrast,

the Nd-Os and Pr-Os peaks are significantly broadened (σ ∼ 0.13 Å for Nd-Os and 0.12

Å for Pr-Os) and there is little amplitude where these peaks are expected. Because the

second neighbor peak is expected to be much smaller than the first peak we compare

the second neighbor region from 3.2-4.2 Å for the Nd and Eu samples in Fig. 5.5. To

emphasize the small amplitude for Nd (and similarly for Pr), we have also calculated

the second peak for the Nd sample (See purple, dot-dash line in top panel of Fig. 5.5)

assuming the second peak has the same σ as the first peak as observed for EuOs4Sb12.

Clearly there is significant excess disorder for the Nd-Os peak. In fact both the Nd and

Pr LIII-edge data can be fit quite well over the 2.5-4.3 Å fit-range using only the first

neighbor Nd-Sb or Pr-Sb FEFF functions.

Since the ultrasonic data[Yanagisawa et al., 2008b,a, 2011] have been inter-

preted in terms of a significant 100 off-center displacement of Nd or Pr (Nd - 0.4 Å,[Goto

et al., 2004]), we first simulated the low temperature data using these off-center results.

In these simulations, both the Pr-Sb and Nd-Sb peak amplitudes were strongly reduced

and the shape of all peaks changed. Thus a large 100 displacement is completely incon-

sistent with the EXAFS data. To check off-center models in more detail, we carried out

fits assuming that the Nd or Pr atoms were displaced off-center along either the 100,

110, or 111 directions, within a rigid Os4Sb12 cage. Here we follow the procedures we

developed for off-center atoms in clathrates - see Ref. Baumbach et al. [2005]. Briefly,

within a rigid cage assumption, all the Nd-Sb and Nd-Os distances can be expressed in
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terms of the off-center displacement, D, and the off-center direction.

For the 100 off-center model (six wells) there are five different Nd-Sb distances

with amplitudes in the ratio 2:2:4:2:2. The distances can be written as ri = ro + αiD

where ro is the Nd-Sb distance for Nd on-center and the slopes αi are calculated for the

different pairs with Nd off-center using FEFF8. There are four bonds shorter than ro,

four longer, while the Nd-Sb distance for the middle peak is almost unchanged. For this

model the eight Nd-Os pairs separate into two groups of four, with pair distances that are

shorter and longer than the nominal Nd-Os distance. Another set of slopes βi define the

Nd-Os distances in terms of D. Therefore allowing an off-center displacement introduces

only one additional distance parameter. In addition, the broadening of the longer bonds

is expected to be more than the shorter bonds and therefore several additional σ’s were

allowed to vary.

Similar models were considered for the other off-center displacement models.

For 110, the most complicated model (twelve wells), the eight Ln-Sb amplitudes are

in the ratio 1:2:1:2:2:1:2:1 but again all distances can be expressed in terms of D and

eight slopes αi, which were calculated using FEFF8. Here the eight Nd-Os pairs form

three groups with amplitudes in the ratio of 2:4:2. Finally, for the 111 model (eight

wells), the Nd-Sb distances are in four groups with amplitudes in the ratio 3:3:3:3 while

the Nd-Os amplitudes are in the ratio 1:3:3:1. Identical models were used for the Pr

off-center models.

Additional fits were carried out for each of the above models for the 4 K

data. Surprisingly, there was very little improvement in the fits over the fit for an on-
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Figure 5.4: Fits of the 4K data for each sample to a sum of two peaks, Ln-Sb and Ln-Os
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that the first Ln-Sb peak dominates. The second neighbor peak (Nd-Os and Pr-Os) for
Nd and Pr is surprisingly small. 69
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Figure 5.5: (Color on-line) An expanded view of the second neighbor region comparing
the Nd LIII data with that for Eu LIII. The data are shown as squares, the fit of the
first peak as dashed (blue) lines and the fit for the second peak as a solid black line.
Note that for Nd, the Nd-Sb first neighbor function extends above 4.2 Å, and already
is close to the data over the r-range for the second peak; the Nd-Os amplitude is low.
In contrast for Eu, the Eu-Sb function is not close to the data above 3.5 Å, and the the
Eu-Os function has a significant amplitude above 3.5 Å.
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center model and in all cases D was small. Using Hamilton’s F-test criteria,[Downward

et al., 2007] the slight improvement using an off-center model is not significant for

any model, and therefore, there is no statistical difference between an off-center model

with a small off-center displacement and an on-center fit with a larger static disorder.

More importantly, the off-center fits also resulted in some of the σ’s for Nd-Sb or Pr-

Sb pairs being smaller than expected for zero-point-motion (ZPM). It is well known

that a static splitting of a peak leads to a broadening, σstatic, of the pair distribution

function,[Teo, 1986] but the thermal contributions to the broadening of each peak must

still be above the ZPM value. Thus small σ’s within an off-center model indicate that

the off-center displacement used is too large. These fits place an upper limit to any

off-center displacement, D < 0.06 Å, which is less than the thermal vibration amplitude

even at 75-100 K.

The important remaining anomaly is the low amplitude for the Nd-Os and

Pr-Os peaks. Even within the off-center models, the fits make the σ’s for Nd-Os and

Pr-Os surprisingly large at 4 K. Thus, for the Nd and Pr samples there must be some

other explanation for the extreme broadening. We return to this problem later.

To investigate the thermal vibrations of the rare earth rattler atoms, we fit

the Ln LIII-edge data (Fig. 5.3), for temperatures from 4 to 300 K. From these fits we

extracted σ(T), and in Fig. 5.6 we plot σ2 as a function of T for each sample. σ2 is

well defined for the Ln-Sb neighbors and increases monotonically with T. The results

are quite well described by an Einstein model as shown by the solid lines, leading to low

Einstein temperatures ΘE = 61, 65, and 76 K for the Nd-Sb, Pr-Sb and Eu-Sb peaks
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respectively. In this model, we have assumed that the Sb-Os cage structure is stiff (as

found in the next sections) and only the rare earth atom is vibrating; hence the rattler

motion is modeled as the rattler mass attached inside a rigid (infinite mass) cage. In

this case, it is not correct to use the usual small reduced mass for say a Nd-Sb pair as

the Sb atom is held fixed by the rest of the lattice. The actual reduced mass should be

slightly less than the full rattler mass as discussed in Ref. Cao et al. [2004] for the Eu

rattler, but this effect is very small.

The low values of ΘE for the first peak indicate that all the rare earth atoms

are weakly bound within stiff skutterudite cages; ΘE for the Eu-Sb peak is consistent

with our previous EXAFS results.[Cao et al., 2004] The new value of ΘE for Pr is a bit

lower. More importantly the static off-sets at low temperature for Nd-Sb and Pr-Sb are

fairly small and inconsistent with the large proposed off-center displacement of 0.4 Å

for Nd,[Goto et al., 2004] in agreement with our unsuccessful attempts to fit to various

off-center models discussed above. Generally there is some small static contribution to

σ2 from local strains; the small static off-sets from the fits are consistent with such local

strain distortions.

The values of σ2 for the second peaks are not as well defined because of the

low peak amplitudes and therefore also have much larger errors, particularly for Nd-Os

and Pr-Os. In addition, at high temperature these peaks, including the Eu-Os peak,

become too low in amplitude to extract σ. For the Eu-Os peak, the values of σ2(T)

are very similar to those for the Eu-Sb peak but increase slightly faster with T; the

calculated Einstein temperature is thus a bit smaller. These results are given in Table
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Table 5.2: Einstein temperatures, ΘE, and static off-sets, σ2static for the first two peaks
at the LIII-edge for Nd, Pr, and Eu. Estimated errors including systematics for ΘE (K)
are ±5 K; errors for σ2static ∼ 0.0004 Å2.

Atom pair r (Å) σ2static(Å
2) ΘE (K)

NdOs4Sb12
Nd-Sb 3.483 0.00337 61
Nd-Os 4.030 0.0137 42

PrOs4Sb12
Pr-Sb 3.480 0.00471 65
Pr-Os 4.027 0.00968 51

EuOs4Sb12
Eu-Sb 3.487 0.00120 76
Eu-Os 4.035 0.00071 64

5.2. None of the previous EXAFS studies investigated σ2(T) for the second neighbors.

5.2.2 Sb K-edge data

Next we considered the local distortions from the perspective of the Sb atoms.

The Sb K-edge r-space data for the three samples are plotted in Fig. 5.7 (FT range 3.5-

14 Å−1) and show very similar spectra for each sample. The first few peaks are Sb-Os,

and several Sb-Sb peaks; the weak Sb-Ln peak (one neighbor) is not visible because it is

under the larger Sb-Sb peaks. The amplitudes of the Sb-Os and Sb-Sb peaks are high at

low temperature and decreases slowly with temperature, indicative of moderately high,

correlated Debye temperatures, and quite stiff effective spring constants. In particular,

there is no obvious evidence for disorder in the Sb-Os bond.

We fit the data from 1.8-3.8 Å to a sum of five single scattering standards

(calculated using FEFF8[Ankudinov et al., 1998]); within this r-space fit-range there

are no significant multi-scattering peaks. The ratios of the amplitudes were constrained
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Figure 5.6: σ2(T) for the Ln-Sb and Ln-Os peaks, at the Ln LIII-edges for the LnOs4Sb12
samples (Ln = Nd, Pr, and Eu). Note that for Nd and Pr the values of σ2 for the Ln-Os
peak are large even at low T, while for the Eu sample, σ2 is comparable for Eu-Sb and
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Figure 5.7: Plots of the Sb K-edge r-space data vs temperature for NdOs4Sb12,
PrOs4Sb12, and EuOs4Sb12; FT range 3.5-14 Å−1. The plots are very similar and
have large amplitudes indicating little distortion. The first peak is Sb-Os, the next
three are Sb-Sb; the small Sb-Ln peaks are not visible as a separate peak and occurs
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by short vertical lines for each sample.
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to the crystal structure (i.e. the amplitude ratios were 2:2:1:4:4 — for the Os, first Sb,

nearest Nd neighbor, second and third Sb neighbors); note that the first Sb-Sb peak is

actually the sum of two closely spaced peaks that cannot be resolved and we treat this

first Sb-Sb peak as a single peak with two Sb neighbors. In these fits, only the first

peak amplitude was allowed to vary to obtain S2o; S
2
o = 1.0. For higher temperatures,

all amplitudes were fixed using this value of S2o. Similarly the atom-pair distances

were constrained to the structure with only an overall lattice constant allowed to vary.

From preliminary fits, we found that σ for the small Sb-Nd peak and the overlapping

Sb-Sb peak at 3.53 Å were highly correlated, and therefore constrained σ(T) for the

Sb-Nd peak to be the same as for Nd-Sb from the Nd LIII-edge fit. This leads to

consistent values of σ for the Sb-Sb peak at 3.53 Å. Eo was determined from the low

temperature fits for each sample and then fixed for all higher T fits. In these fits,

we only varied five parameters (four σs and one overall distance), much less than the

number of independent parameters, 16.6, calculated using Stern’s criteria,[Stern, 1993].

An example of such fits is shown in Fig. 5.8 for the Nd sample at 4 K. The resulting

Sb-Os and Sb-Sb distances were approximately 0.01 Å shorter than the x-ray structure

data, but this is within systematic uncertainties and indicates that there is no major

distortion of the environment about the Sb atoms.

From these fits, we extracted σ(T) for the Sb-Os and the three Sb-Sb peaks;

σ2(T) for each pair is plotted in Fig. 5.9. All plots show a fairly weak temperature

dependence, with the strongest T-dependence observed for the longest pairs (∼ 3.88 Å)

as expected. The σ2(T) data for each peak were fit to a correlated Debye model - these
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Figure 5.8: An example of a fit of the Sb K-edge data at 8 K for the NdOs4Sb12 sample.
Data are shown as open squares with the fit given by the solid line. Five peaks were
used for the fit. The r-space fit range is 1.8-3.8 Å. Same FT range as for Fig. 5.7.

results are show as solid lines on Fig. 5.9, and the correlated Debye temperatures, ΘcD,

and the static disorder, σ2static, are tabulated in Table 5.3. The temperature dependencies

of σ2(T) and the values of σ2static for the various atoms pairs are similar for the three

LnOs4Sb12 samples. Thus from the perspective of the Sb atoms, the structure agrees

well with the average structure from diffraction.

5.2.3 Os LIII-edge data

Finally, we show the Os LIII-edge data for the same three samples in Fig. 5.10;

the FT range is 4-14 Å−1 for each sample. Here the first peak near 2.5 Å is due to the

six nearest Sb neighbors, while the next large peak near 4.2-4.5 Å is a sum of an Os-Sb

and an Os-Os peak. The weak Os-Ln peak occurs near 3.6-3.7 Å, but is under the tail of

the second Os-Sb peak. The temperature dependence is quite weak for the first Os-Sb

pair and the peak still has a large amplitude at 300 K, indicating a stiff Os-Sb bond.

For the more distant neighbors, the temperature dependence is considerably stronger,
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Figure 5.9: σ2(T) for the first few atom-pairs about Sb for NdOs4Sb12, PrOs4Sb12, and
EuOs4Sb12. Correlated Debye fits for each peak are shown as solid lines.
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Table 5.3: Pair distances, static disorder, σ2static, and correlated Debye temperatures,
ΘcD, for the Sb-Os and three Sb-Sb peaks in each sample. The small static disorder
is consistent with zero static disorder. Uncertainties in σ2static are often dominated by
correlations between σ’s for partially overlapping peaks and are typically ± 0.0004 Å2.
Because most correlated Debye temperatures are comparable to or above the highest
temperature used to collect data (300 K), ΘcD is very sensitive to the highest tempera-
ture data point and the estimated systematic error is ± 30 K.

heightAtom pair r(s) (Å) σ2static(Å
2) ΘcD(K)

NdOs4Sb12

Sb-Os 2.624 0.00067 325
Sb-Sb 2.94 -0.00036 296
Sb-Sb 3.531 0.00074 277
Sb-Sb 3.88 -0.00034 240

PrOs4Sb12

Sb-Os 2.622 0.00097 399
Sb-Sb 2.94 -0.00043 331
Sb-Sb 3.528 0.00097 323
Sb-Sb 3.879 0.00037 281

EuOs4Sb12

Sb-Os 2.627 0.00038 299
Sb-Sb 2.94 -0.00064 268
Sb-Sb 3.536 0.00085 280
Sb-Sb 3.887 -0.00035 241
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as expected.

The Os LIII-edge data were fit following the same procedures as described

above with S2o = 0.92; however the r-space fit range was longer, 2-4.7 Å, and only

four peaks (Os-Sb, Os-Nd, second Os-Sb and Os-Os) were included, with the amplitude

ratios constrained to 6:2:12:6. No significant multiscattering peaks occur within this fit

range. Again the distances were constrained to the structure and only an overall lattice

constant was allowed to vary. Thus only five parameters were varied - four σ’s and one

distance, while the number of independent parameters from Stern’s criteria[Stern, 1993]

is ∼ 15. An example fit is shown in Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.12 shows σ2(T) for two Os-Sb and the Os-Os atom pairs. All plots show

a weak temperature dependence as expected for a rigid cage structure. The σ2(T) data

for each peak were fit to a correlated Debye model - except for the Os-Os peak in the

NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12 samples (see below); these results are shown as solid lines

on Fig. 5.12, and the correlated Debye temperatures ΘcD, and the static off-set σ2static

are tabulated in Table 5.4. For EuOs4Sb12, the results show very little static disorder -

consistent with little or no strain in the sample and no off-center effects. For NdOs4Sb12

and PrOs4Sb12, the results are similar for the two Os-Sb peaks, although there is a bit

more static disorder for the Os-Sb pair at ∼ 4.54 Å.

However the σ2(T) data for the Os-Os peak are not fit well by the correlated

Debye model and there is significant excess static disorder at low temperature. Since the

NdOs4Sb12 data have the best signal-to-noise and many more temperature points, we

focus the discussion of the Os-Os peak on this sample. First, we consider the correlated
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Figure 5.10: The r-space data at the Os LIII-edge for NdOs4Sb12, PrOs4Sb12, and
EuOs4Sb12; FT range, 4-14 Å−1. The first large peak is Os-Sb near 2.5 Å; the Os-Sb
(near 4.3 Å) and Os-Os (∼ 4.5 Å) peaks partially overlap and form the large peak from
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Figure 5.11: The r-space data at 6 K and fits at the Os LIII-edge for NdOs4Sb12; FT
range, 4-14 Å−1. The data are presented as (red) squares with the total fit shown as a
solid (green) line; we obtain an excellent fit up to 4.5 Å. Three shells of neighbors are
shown below the fit (the Os-Nd is too weak to see on this scale). The second (blue)
trace is the fit for the Os-Sb peak at 2.624 Å, the third (purple) trace is for the Os-Sb
peak at 4.53 Å, and the tiny, fourth trace is the Os-Os peak at 4.654 Å.

Debye model fit to all the σ2Os−Os(T) data for NdOs4Sb12 (solid line); note that all data

points from 100-250 K are below the fit, while the 300 K point is well above it. Also

note that below 50 K, σ2Os−Os(T) appears to increase slightly, similar to the unusual

behavior observed previously for PrRu4P12,[Cao et al., 2005] and the static off-set for

the full fit is very large, ∼ 0.003 Å2. If instead, we only fit the top four points (dotted

line for Os-Os in Fig. 5.12a), then the correlated Debye temperature is somewhat lower

(222 K) and the zero point motion contribution to σ2(0) is also larger. Consequently

σ2static would be lower (0.0157 Å2). This suggests that the static disorder in the Os-Os

PDF increases as T drops below ∼ 150 K and becomes constant near 40 K, close to

the temperature at which the anomaly is observed in the ultrasonic measurements for

NdOs4Sb12.[Yanagisawa et al., 2008b]

For PrOs4Sb12, there are larger errors in σ2(T) for the Os-Os pair and it
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Table 5.4: Pair distances, static disorder, σ2static, and correlated Debye temperatures,
ΘcD, for two Os-Sb and the Os-Os peaks in each sample. The small static disorder for
the Os-Sb peaks is consistent with zero static disorder. Uncertainties in σ2static are ∼ ±
0.0004 Å2. Because most correlated Debye temperatures are comparable to 300 K, ΘcD

is very sensitive to the highest temperature data point and the estimated systematic
error is ± 30 K except for the Os-Os peaks in a) and b).

heightAtom pair r(s) (Å) σ2static (Å2) ΘcD (K)

NdOs4Sb12
Os-Sb 2.624 0.0003 327
Os-Sb 4.53 0.00056 248
Os-Os 4.654 0.00277 257

PrOs4Sb12
Os-Sb 2.622 0.00009 308
Os-Sb 4.53 0.00025 244
Os-Os 4.650 0.00252 255

EuOs4Sb12
Os-Sb 2.627 0.00040 309
Os-Sb 4.54 0.00053 251
Os-Os 4.660 .00039 340

appears that there is a step increase in σ2 as T is decreased below 200 K. Although we

do not consider this pair further, the temperature dependence of σ2 for the Os-Os pair

in PrOs4Sb12 has a similar behavior to that for the Nd sample.

5.3 Discussion and Conclusions

Our analysis of the Ln LIII EXAFS data show that, relative to the nearest Sb

neighbors, the Nd, Pr, and Eu are all on-center and have similar vibrational behavior.

The average pair distances also agree well with diffraction and the space group Im3̄. All

Ln-atoms are rattlers inside fairly rigid Os/Sb cages and have low Einstein temperatures;

consequently all should scatter phonons well. The values of σ2static are quite small for

Nd-Sb, Pr-Sb and very small for Eu-Sb. In addition, attempts to fit the Nd-Sb and
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Figure 5.12: σ2(T) for Sb and Os neighbors about Os for NdOs4Sb12, PrOs4Sb12, and
EuOs4Sb12; open squares (red) Os-Sb (∼ 2.63 Å); filled circles (blue), Os-Sb (∼ 4.54
Å); filled squares (black) Os-Os (∼ 4.65 Å). Solid lines are correlated Debye model fits
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Pr-Sb data using off-center models with displacements along 111, 110 or 100, did not

significantly improve the fits and lead to an off-center displacement of at most 0.06 Å.

Thus we conclude that Nd and Pr are not significantly off-center, as proposed to explain

ultrasonic data at low T.[Goto et al., 2004; Yanagisawa et al., 2008b,a] On the basis

of the EXAFS results, it would appear that another mechanism must be operative to

explain the results of the ultrasonic measurements.

In contrast to the first neighbor peak, the second neighbor peaks corresponding

to Ln-Os pairs are highly disordered at 4 K in NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12i (i.e. σ
2
static

is large), but not in EuOs4Sb12 - see Fig. 5.6. This indicates that other distortions of

the lattice exist for the Nd and Pr samples, at least at low temperatures.

EXAFS data at the Sb K- and Os LIII-edges allows us to explore other possible

distortions. From the perspective of the Sb atoms, the static disorder is quite small and

consistent with random strains in the materials – see Fig. 5.9. There is a bit more

static distortion for Sb-Os pairs in the Nd and Pr samples compared to the Eu sample,

but the effect is small. The first few Sb-Sb peaks have quite small static disorder and

moderately stiff bonds, consistent with a stiff Os/Sb cage around the Ln atoms.

For the Os LIII-edge data, the σ2(T) plots show comparable disorder for the

Os-Sb bonds in all three samples but a significantly larger distortion for the Os-Os

pairs in the Nd and Pr samples compared to the Eu sample. The combined results

indicate that the largest disorder is observed for the Nd-Os, Pr-Os, and Os-Os peaks in

NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12, with a smaller distortion for Sb-Os pairs. All the peaks in

EuOs4Sb12 and the other peaks for the Nd and Pr samples show typical behavior.
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Before considering possible models to explain the EXAFS data, it is first use-

ful to contrast/compare with other structural measurements and attempt to include

those results in forming a model. We first start with experiments that characterize the

rattler vibrations in terms of an Einstein temperature and a static off-set. In EXAFS,

σ2Ln−Sb(T) for the Ln-Sb pair is given by:

σ2Ln−Sb(T ) = σ2static +
~
2

2µkBΘE
coth

ΘE

2T
, (5.1)

while in diffraction the isotropic thermal parameter Uiso(T) (here for the rare arth atom)

is given by

Uiso(T ) = u2o +
~
2

2mkBΘE
coth

ΘE

2T
, (5.2)

where µ is the effective mass of the Einstein oscillator in EXAFS, m is the mass of the

rattler atom in diffraction experiments, ΘE is the Einstein temperature, and σ2static and

u2o are the static off-sets in EXAFS and diffraction, respectively. Although in many

systems the effective mass for EXAFS is calculated from the two atoms involved, that

is not appropriate here; the cage is quite rigid and effectively has a large cage mass. In

the limit of a large rigid cage, then µ = m, the rattler mass, and Eqns. 6.1 and 5.2 are

essentially identical - i.e because the Sb atom is held firmly within the Os4Sb12 lattice,

the relative vibration of the Ln-Sb pair is primarily the vibration of the central Ln atom,

and in this special case σ2 from EXAFS should be similar to Uiso from diffraction. There

is still one important difference – σ2Ln−Sb(T) is a measure of vibrations along the Ln-Sb
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Table 5.5: Comparison between Einstein temperatures (ΘE) and the static off-sets -
called σ2static (or C

2
2) in EXAFS and u2o in diffraction. Note: for Ref. Yamaura and Hiroi

[2011] there appears to be a typo in their Table II and we have used values of uo from
their Fig. 6 for Nd and Pr. Furthermore, they use a high temperature approximation
for the Einstein model; extrapolation to T=0 often gives an intercept larger than u2o.

height EXAFS (Nitta) Diff. (Yamaura) This work

Atom ΘE(K) σ2static(Å
2) ΘE(K) u2o (Å2) ΘE(K) σ2static (Å2)

Nd 134 0.107 47 0.013 61 0.0034
Pr 127 0.078 59 0.011 65 .0047

direction, whereas Uiso(T) is an average over all directions. Since the vibrations may be

larger in directions where there are no Sb neighbors - i.e. towards voids in the Sb cage,

then the average mean square vibrations for Uiso(T) might be larger than σ2Ln−Sb(T) -

and the corresponding ΘE, slightly smaller.

As T goes to zero, σ2Ln−Sb(0) or Uiso(0) is the sum of two constant terms;

σ2Ln−Sb(0) = σ2static + σ2ZPM

Uiso(0) = u2o + u2ZPM (5.3)

where σ2ZPM = u2ZPM = ~
2/(2mkBΘE). Here, ZPM refers to zero-point-motion; σ2ZPM is

quite large for systems with a small ΘE. Also note that the value of σ2static depends on

the value of ΘE used – if ΘE is large, then σ2ZPM is small and more of the value of σ2(0)

is associated with static distortion. Thus, it is crucial to use the correct value of ΘE to

estimate the static contributions. In Table 5.5 we summarize some results from various

experiments for the Nd and Pr rattlers in NdOs4Sb12 and PrOs4Sb12.

First note that our values of values of ΘE for Nd and Pr (61 and 65 K) agree

quite well with the diffraction results (47 and 59 K), considering that the ΘE values
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for diffraction should be somewhat smaller because Uiso refers to an isotropic average.

The values of of u2o from diffraction are somewhat larger than our results - but as noted

in the Table caption, their use of the high temperature approximation for the Einstein

model equation can overestimate the static contributions.

The main disagreement is with Nitta et al.’s EXAFS results, where they report

ΘE to be 134 and 127 K – see Table 5.5. Much of this discrepancy is due to using the

Ln-Sb reduced mass instead of the rattler mass. Sb is slightly lighter than the rare earth

masses (123 for Sb vs 140 and 144 for Pr and Nd, respectively); consequently, the Ln-Sb

reduced mass is about a factor of two smaller than the rattler masses. In addition,

the much larger values of ΘE also increases their estimate of the static distortions; if

ΘE is large, then σ2ZPM will be small and σ2static contribution must be correspondingly

larger - see Equ. 5.3. In addition there is a significant difference in their k-space data

compared to ours. In our k-space data the amplitudes for Nd and Pr LIII traces are

very similar, while for Nitta et al.[Nitta et al., 2008] the amplitude for the Nd sample

is considerably smaller than for Pr, particularly above k = 7 Å−1. Thus the very large

values of σ2static they report are in part a consequence of the large value of ΘE and

an overall increased disorder in their NdOs4Sb12 sample. Unfortunately they do not

provide enough details to make a more detailed comparison; although they appear to

fit more than one neighbor, they do not report any results for Nd-Os or Pr-Os.

Other diffraction results,[Kaneko et al., 2009; Yamaura and Hiroi, 2011] par-

ticularly the neutron scattering measurements,[Yamaura and Hiroi, 2011] show that the

nuclear density about the rattler site is not spherical but is slightly peaked towards the
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Table 5.6: Atomic coordinates for the space group Pm3̄ where x is the variable that
describes the degree to which the structure deviates from Im3̄. If x = 0, and for the
Sb sites, y = y’ and z = z’, one obtains the same positions as for the Im3̄ space group.
For PrRu4P12 which takes the Pm3̄ space group at low temperatures,[Lee et al., 2001,
2004] x is very small, ∼ 0.0007.

Atom Site x y z

Nd(1) 1a 0 0 0
Nd(2) 1b 0 0.5 0.5
Os 8i 0.25+x 0.25+x 0.25+x

Sb(1) 12j 0 y z
Sb(2) 12k 0.5 0.5+y’ -0.5+z’

Os atoms (111 direction) at high temperatures. This is the same direction for which we

see excess distortion for the Nd-Os and Pr-Os pairs - so it is likely related.

The above comparisons show considerable agreement between our EXAFS re-

sults and diffraction, and we have suggested a plausible explanation for the disagreement

with another EXAFS experiment.[Nitta et al., 2008] Thus we conclude that there is lit-

tle evidence for off-center displacements of the rattler atoms or unusual distortions of

the Ln-Sb PDF. Extending our analysis out to several shells of neighbors suggests that

the Ln-Os PDF and also the Os-Os PDF have excess static distortion, while other pair

distributions have little excess distortion.

What distortions might lead to these particular pairs being distorted? Studies

of PrRu4P12[Lee et al., 2001, 2004; Cao et al., 2005] suggest one possibility: in that

material, the Ru-Ru peak becomes split at low temperature leading to a metal/insulator

transition near 60 K, and the structure can be modeled using the Pm3̄ space group

instead of the usual Im3̄ space group for the skutterudites. The atomic positions for

this space group are shown in Table 5.6. The most important difference is that the Os
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Figure 5.13: The change in skutterudite structure for the Pm3̄ space group showing
two different sized cubes of Os atoms around the Ln atoms, along a 111 axis. The
displacement x is large to show how one cube is enlarged and the other contracted.

positions are at (0.25+x,0.25+x,0.25+x), with x determining the deviation from Im3̄

(x = 0 corresponds to Im3̄). Applying this scenario to the LnOs4Sb12 systems, the

two main effects are a splitting of the Ln-Os distances and the Os-Os distances, with

a much smaller splitting of the Sb-Os distances. In Fig. 5.13, we show the structure

for an exaggerated example of the change, with a focus on the Os positions (i.e. x is

large for the Os positions). The figure shows large and small Os cubes about each Ln

atom - see also Fig. 4 in Ref. Lee et al. [2004]. To see how these splittings vary we plot

them for the Os-Os, Ln-Os, and Os-Sb pairs in Fig. 5.14 as a function of x. For small

x, the splittings are linear in x; the Os-Os and Ln-Os splittings are comparable while

the Os-Sb splitting is about a factor of two smaller.
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Figure 5.14: Splitting for the Os-Os, Os-Sb, and Os-Nd peaks as a function of the
displacement x in the Pm3̄ space group. The splittings are comparable for Nd-Os and
Os-Os pairs while that for the Sb-Os pair is roughly half as large. Note that to first order,
Nd-Sb and Sb-Sb peaks are not affected by the increase in x under the approximation
that y = y’ and z = z’.

A second type of possible distortion that would lead primarily to long and short

Ln-Os distances, but no change in the Os-Os distances, is illustrated in Fig. 5.15 looking

down a 100 axis. It is a distortion in which the Os cubes surrounding an Ln atom in

the skutterudite structure are slightly sheared so that two cube-faces are distorted from

squares to parallelograms.

Note that the EXAFS results indicate a gradual structural change as T is

lowered below ∼ 150 K - i.e. it appears that the static (or quasi-static) disorder observed

at low temperature is not present at high T; otherwise, the fit of the Os-Os data would

have been better in Fig. 5.12. Also the diffraction experiments show no unusual behavior

for Os, although there was little focus on the Os atom positions. In contrast, the

ultrasonic data show a sudden change in elastic constants at low temperature suggesting
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Figure 5.15: A distortion of a skutterudite unit cell (viewed along a 001 axis) that keeps
the Os-Os distance constant but splits the Ln-Os distances into four longer and four
shorter distances. Large atoms - Ln; Sb atoms not shown for clarity.

an abrupt change in structure. This may indicate a dynamic effect because EXAFS is

very fast (10−16 s time scale) and observes all distortions, while ultrasonic measurements

are on relatively slow time scales. If the structure is distorting dynamically, EXAFS will

observe all the distortions but ultrasonics may not be sensitive to such distortions until

the fluctuations are slower than the ultrasonic time scale. There may well be a mixture

of the two distortions discussed above, particularly if the distortions are fluctuating

rapidly, or a distribution of such distortions. In that case the EXAFS results indicate

the following splittings from the magnitudes of σ2static for various atom pairs. The

distortions for the Os-Os and Os-Sb are roughly consistent with the distortions present

within a Pm3̄ structure for x ∼ 0.003; a splitting of the Os-Os distances of roughly 0.1

Å (i.e. r = ro ± 0.05 Å) and a possible small splitting of the Sb-Os peak of 0.03-0.05 Å.

However, the experimental splitting for Nd-Os to explain the large value of σ2static for
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this pair is about a factor of two larger, - ∼ 0.2 Å. Thus, if roughly half the disorder of

the Nd-Os pair came from the Pm3̄ structure and half arose from a further distortion as

pictured in Fig. 5.15, then the excess EXAFS distortions could be explained. It is not

clear how much such distortions would change the elastic constants. Another possibility

is suggested by the diffraction results[Yamaura and Hiroi, 2011] which suggest that

vibrations of the rattler are larger towards Os than towards Sb at least at high T. If

that is also true at low T, then the ZPM vibrations will also be anisotropic, and larger

along 111. Then, less displacement of Os is needed to explain the large σ2static for Nd-Os

(and Pr-Os). Thus, it is not clear if a dynamic Pm3̄ distortion is sufficient to explain

the disorder of the further neighbors or an additional distortion, as suggested in Fig.

5.15 is required.

It is not clear why the Nd and Pr samples have this unusual distortion whereas

Eu does not; unfortunately earlier EXAFS analyzes have not explored distortions beyond

the first neighbor pair. However we are just completing a detailed study of CeT4As12 (T

= Fe, Ru, and Os) at all edges and find no significant distortions in this Ce-As family of

compounds; the results are very similar to those for EuOs4Sb12, except the Einstein and

correlated Debye temperatures are higher as expected for the smaller unit cell. Thus in

our opinion it is the Nd and Pr samples that are unusual. Earlier work on the PrRu4P12

system[Lee et al., 2001, 2004; Cao et al., 2005] indicated that the skutterudite structure

can have the distortion shown in Fig. 5.13 for space group Pm3̄, and the distortions for

the NdOs4Sb12 and Pr Os4Sb12 compounds may be additional examples. Eu does have

a lower valence (Eu is +2; Nd and Pr are +3) but the bond lengths for Nd-Sb, Pr-Sb
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and Eu-Sb differ by less than 0.01 Å; consequently it is unlikely that valence plays an

important role.

Disorder in the structure of the Os/Sb cage network, either static or dynamic,

will scatter phonons and electrons, reducing both the thermal (κ) and electrical (σe)

conductivities. Although a reduced thermal conductivity is desirable to increase the

thermoelectric figure of merit ZT = TS2σe/κ, a reduced electrical conductivity is not.

Thus, materials that show such disorder are less suitable for thermoelectric applications.

If the entire material has a static change to a different crystal space group then, although

the local displacements are different, the crystal would have long range order and there

should be no increase in scattering from a change in crystal structure. The fact that

these materials have considerable structural disorder, but not off-center displacements

of Nd or Pr, needs to be included in any modeling of physical properties.
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Chapter 6

Springs

6.1 Introduction

The family of skutterudite compounds is growing larger; the frequently studied,

filled variety, has the chemical formula LnM4X12 (Ln = lanthanide; M = Fe, Ru, or

Os; and X = P, As, or Sb). These compounds display a wide variety of interesting

phenomena including low thermal conductivity and good thermoelectric properties at

high temperatures, characterized by a high figure of merit, ZT = TS2 σe
κtot

where S is the

Seebeck coefficient, σe is the electrical conductivity and κtot is the thermal conductivity,

dominated by the lattice contribution[Sales et al., 1996, 1997; Mahan, 1998; Sales, 2003;

Nolas et al., 1998; Minnich et al., 2009; Maple et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2011]. The low

thermal conductivity, and hence higher Z in these materials, is generally attributed to

the low energy “rattling” motion of the Ln atoms. The unfilled skutterudites such as

CoSb3 (Co4Sb12) have no rattler atoms and have a higher thermal conductivity than the
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filled compounds[Keppens et al., 1998]. Here we consider primarily filled compounds

with a large fraction of the rattler sites occupied.

Skutterudites crystallize in the cubic Im3̄ space group, and are characterized

by a large unit cell which includes three X4 squares for every rare earth Ln atom. The

transition metal, (M) atoms, and pnictogen (X) atoms form a “cage” surrounding the Ln

atom. Oxyskutterudites, such as LnCu3Ru4O12, are more recently developed materials

[Ebbinghaus et al., 2002; Vasil’ev and Volkova, 2007], similar to the filled skutterudites,

except that the X4 square is replaced with a CuO4 group as shown in Fig. 6.1. The

CuO4 unit is relatively larger, considerably lighter than the X4 (X = As and Sb) squares,

and slightly more rectangular, although we’ll continue to refer to CuO4 as a square.

Recent extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) studies of CeMAs12

and LnCu3Ru4O12 propose that the As4 and CuO4 squares are nearly rigid units and

that their suspension within the skutterudite structure is anisotropic [Bridges et al.,

2015a]. The squares are suspended in the unit cell via strong Ru-O or M-As bonds

which are quite stiff, but are nearly perpendicular to the square; thus there are strong

restoring forces only for motion perpendicular to the squares. There are also moderately

large effective spring constants between squares but the resulting restoring forces are

mostly perpendicular to the rattler-square axis. Thus the rattler-square system forms

weakly connected chain linkages along the x, y, or z directions within a stiffer framework

formed of M atoms;[Bridges et al., 2015a] vibrations within this linkage should not be

considered local modes.

Further support for anisotropic motions of the square rings comes from two
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other recent EXAFS experiments. In the compound CePt4Ge12−xSbx[Bridges et al.,

2015b] the disorder about Ce, Pt, and Ge for x = 0 is low at 10 K, similar to other

skutterudites. However as Sb is added, the environment about Ce becomes disordered,

and for x = 3 the peaks are approaching noise levels at 10 K. Thus the Ce-Sb pairs

become disordered rapidly. In contrast, for the Pt data, the first Pt-Ge peak remains

well ordered and only decreases slightly (25 % at 10K) for x = 3; this bond is nearly

perpendicular to the square rings and thus the Ge rings are not displaced significantly

in a perpendicular direction. However, the next neighbor Pt-Ge pair, which has a large

component in the plane of the squares becomes disordered rapidly with increasing x and

at x = 3, the peak is decreases by a factor of 2. This implies motions of the Ge4 rings

within the plane of the rings.

For doping on the M site, e.g. NdFe4−xNixSb12 or CeFe4−xCoxSb12, the dis-

order around the Fe site at 10K, remains small with increasing x; instead the largest

disorder is again for the neighbors about the rattler atom - the Nd-Sb or Ce-Sb pairs.

Thus for both types of substitution - on the squares or on the M sites - the induced

local disorder is mostly along the rattler-square axis.

Some of the exotic phenomena observed for these materials originate from the

unusual atomic configuration in the large unit cell [Snyder and Toberer, 2008] . Many

measurements demonstrate the presence of a low lying optical phonon, supporting the

point of view that the Ln ions undergo a low energy “rattling” behavior.[Keppens et al.,

1998; Lee et al., 2006] This low frequency rattling leads to strong effective phonon scat-

tering and is responsible for the extremely low, nearly glass-like, thermal conductivity of
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Figure 6.1: The structure of an oxyskutterudite, LnCu3Ru4O12. The light-blue atoms
form the cage and usually consist of transition elements such as Fe, Ru, Os. The large
red atom is the rare earth rattler atom. The four small purple atoms are oxygen’s sur-
rounding the green, (cross-hatched) copper atoms. This square can also consist of four
atoms (cross-hatched atom removed) such as As4, Sb4 etc. for the filled skutterudites.

these materials [Hattori et al., 2005; Yashiki et al., 2011; Koza et al., 2008; Zhao et al.,

2014; Shi et al., 2011; Chi et al., 2012]. Keppens et al.[Keppens et al., 1998] noted that

there is a higher energy mode that involves Sb atoms in CeFe4Sb12, and theoretical

calculations by Feldman et al.[Feldman et al., 2000] find low dispersion optic modes

also associated with Sb at somewhat higher energies than the modes associated with

the rattler atoms. However the nature of these vibration modes has not been explored.

The early models of the rattler atom motion assumed that large amplitude

rattler vibrations inside the cage of rigid atoms would scatters acoustic phonons, thereby

reducing the thermal conductivity. Such a vibration would be isotropic in all directions

in a weak harmonic potential due to the large amount of space in the cage and cubic

symmetry. The rattler equation of motion[Bridges et al., 2015a] is then mr
d2u
dt2

= -
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Keffu where Keff = 4 Krs + 8/3 Krc; here Krs is the nearest neighbor and Krc the

second neighbor, direct spring constant. mr is the rattler mass, within the rigid cage

approximation. Others, however, have proposed [Nitta et al., 2008] that mr should

be the reduced mass of the Ln-X pair. Other groups have argued that point defect

scattering of acoustic phonons by the rattler atoms is likely not appropriate and one

needs to consider how the the rattler motion is coupled to the rest of the lattice[Feldman

et al., 2000; Koza et al., 2008; Li and Mingo, 2014].

In a recent study of several Os antimonides[Keiber et al., 2012] (NdOs4Sb12,

PrOs4Sb12, and EuOs4Sb12) the vibration amplitude of the rattler, relative to the first

and second neighbors (i.e., Nd-Sb and Nd-Os pairs for NdOs4Sb12) did not increase

at the same rate with temperature, which is inconsistent with the rigid cage model.

The faster increase in vibration amplitude observed for the second neighbor, Nd-Os

pair, may not be surprising if one assumes some motion of the Os atoms in the cage;

however the Os-Os pair is quite stiff, so how that occurs is not obvious. Further, there

is an unusually large static distortion for the Nd-Os pair that is not well understood,

but may be related to a cage distortion.[Keiber et al., 2012] Similarly in a series of As

skutterudites (CeM4As12) the Ce-M bond was weaker than the Ce-As bond.[Bridges

et al., 2015a]

More surprising are the recent results for three oxyskutterudites, (LnCu3Ru4O12;

Ln = La, Pr, and Nd); in these systems the second neighbor Ln-Ru bond is stiffer than

the nearest neighbor Ln-O bond.[Bridges et al., 2015a] Thus the rigid cage approxi-

mation is inadequate for describing the rattler motions in the skutterudites because it
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predicts the same stiffness for the first and second neighbor bonds, and cannot account

for the differences in the rattler behavior for the second neighbor pair, between arsenides

and oxyskutterudites.

To gain insight about the local vibrations in rattler systems, Christensen et

al.[Christensen and Iversen, 2008] considered the Ba rattler atom in the clathrate,

Ba8Ga16Ge30. They introduced a two mass, one dimensional model to described the

interaction (coupling) between the rattler optical mode and the acoustic phonon modes.

In their paper, the phonon dispersion modes were calculated and compared with exper-

imental results from neutron triple-axis spectroscopy. Their simple model predicted an

avoided crossing of the rattler mode and the acoustic-phonon branch. The resulting

flattened dispersion curves lead to a significant decrease in the thermal conductivity.

While this model might be sufficient for clathrates, it is insufficient for the

skutterudite systems which have both Ln atoms and squares of atoms inside the cage

structure. Because of the asymmetric restoring forces on each square, it can move

easily towards/away from the rattler, and forms a “second rattler” in the system, which

is coupled to the Ln rattler.[Bridges et al., 2015a] Thus a model which takes into account

the correlated motion of both the Ln rattlers and squares is required.

There are no other simple models involving rattler atom vibrations coupled

to the ring atom motions that we are aware of. Several full phonon calculations have

been carried out for skutterudites[Feldman et al., 2000, 2003, 2006; Tsutsui et al., 2008;

Bernstein et al., 2010; Feldman et al., 2014] which show low energy modes with low

dispersion, Einstein-like modes; such modes have been observed directly using inelas-
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tic x-ray scattering (IXS) and/or nuclear resonant inelastic scattering (NRIS)[Tsutsui

et al., 2008]. However none of these theoretical studies calculate the Debye-Waller-like

parameters, σ2, used in EXAFS. Considering such low dispersion phonon modes does

however raise an important issue - how do the results from direct probes (IXS, NRIS)

of these phonon modes compare with atom specific probes that look at the vibrations of

a given atom (i.e. atomic displacement parameters (ADP) in diffraction) or the vibra-

tions of atom pairs (σ2 in EXAFS). The vibration modes probed using IXS and NRIS

involve the vibrations of many atoms, while the probes that look at the vibrations of

specific atoms or pairs of atoms involves a sum over several modes. We show the latter

explicitly in our calculations of σ2; thus characteristic energies from direct probes of

phonon modes (not atom specific) may differ from atom-specific probes.

Here we report a 4-atom unit cell, linear chain model to describe the skutteru-

dite systems in which both the rattler atom and the square rings have weak restoring

forces. We consider this the simplest possible model which captures the essential physics

of the rattler atom interacting with the square rings and also the cage of surrounding

atoms. For this model we calculate the phonon dispersion curves; plots of these disper-

sion curves illustrate where avoided crossings occur and how they move with changes in

parameters. We also calculate σ2(T) for each pair, including the contributions for each

mode, and compare the results with recent EXAFS results[Bridges et al., 2015a]. The

effective spring constant for each pair (Sec. 6.2) is extracted from the inverse slope of

σ2(T) at high T.
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6.2 Experimental Spring Constants

In recent EXAFS studies of skutterudites[Bridges et al., 2015a; Cao et al.,

2004, 2005; Mizumaki et al., 2013; Nitta et al., 2008] the rattler vibrations have been

characterized in terms of an Einstein temperature and a static off-set. In the Einstein

model the vibrations of the rattler atom are described by one frequency. Although the

vibration amplitude (σ2) is a weighted average over all modes and all of q-space, many

details are averaged out. The general equation for σ2(T) in this model is:

σ2(T ) = σ2static +
~
2

2µkBθE
coth

θE
2T

, (6.1)

where θE is the Einstein temperature, µ is the effective reduced mass, and σ2static is the

static offset. Within the rigid cage model the effective reduced mass is equal to the

mass of the rattler.

Although temperature dependencies are most often reported in terms of an Ein-

stein (or correlated Debye) temperature, EXAFS actually measures an effective spring

constant, when in the high T limit.[Teo, 1986] The effective spring constant is a com-

bination of the direct spring constant plus a network effect from surrounded bonds. It

is denoted by Kxy−eff , and should not be confused with the direct spring constant Kxy

between atoms x and y, which is not directly measurable with EXAFS but is needed for

input into the model. To determine the effective spring constants, Keff , from experi-

mental EXAFS data, we use the high temperature approximation to Eqn. 6.1, given by

Eqn. 6.2. Specifically the Einstein fit of the σ2 data is extrapolated to high tempera-
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Figure 6.2: The experimental values of σ2 for three atom pairs in CeRu4As12 from Ref.
Bridges et al. [2015a] and fits to an Einstein model. These fits were extrapolated to
1000K to obtain Krs−eff and Krc−eff , as well as the much stiffer Kcc−eff .

tures, and the inverse slope of the data is determined. A similar extrapolation can be

used if the data are modeled using a correlated Debye model.[Bridges et al., 2015a]

Keff = kB
∆T

∆(σ2)
(6.2)

As an example, experimental σ2(T ) results for the Ce-As, Ce-Ru, and As-As

pairs[Bridges et al., 2015a] in the As skutterudite CeRu4As12 are presented in Fig. 6.2,

and the fits are extrapolated to 1000 K to estimate the effective spring constants using

Eqn. 6.2. Krs−eff and Krc−eff are computed as well as the much stiffer Kcc−eff , where

rs corresponds to rattler-square, rc to rattler-cage, and cc to cage-cage.

Table 6.1 shows the experimentally calculated effective spring constants[Bridges

et al., 2015a] for filled skutterudites CeRu4As12 and NdCu3Ru4O12 using the inverse

slope of the σ2(T ) plot. The cage atom nearest neighbor springs are approximately

2-3 times stiffer than the rattler springs. All comparable bonds of the oxyskutterudites
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are stronger than the filled skutterudites. This is consistent with the smaller lattice

constant of the oxyskutterudites and more tightly bound oxygen bonds. However, the

second neighbor Ln-Ru bonds are substantially stiffer than the first neighbor Ln-O

bonds which is opposite the results for the filled skutterudites. To estimate the effective

spring constant providing the restoring forces for motion in a particular direction, we

use the quantity Kxycos
2(θ) where θ is the angle between the bond direction and the

direction of motion. For additional spring constant values and further discussion see

Ref. Bridges et al. [2015a].

Table 6.1: Experimentally calculated effective spring constants[Bridges et al., 2015a] for
the As skutterudite CeRu4As12 and oxyskutterudite NdCu3Ru4O12 using the inverse
slope of the σ2 plot. The spring constants for the cage atoms are significantly stiffer
than for the springs connected to the rattler atoms. Here “rs” would correspond to
Ln-X, “rc” to Ln-Ru, and “cc” approximately to Ru-Ru.

Bond CeRu4As12
(eV/Å2)

NdCu3Ru4O12

(eV/Å2)

Ln-X 2.70 4.17
Ln-Ru 2.15 6.50
Ru-X 9.85 13.15
Ru-Ru 4.57 7.17

6.3 SPRING MODEL

We are primarily interested in the low energy (large amplitude) vibrations

along the (100) directions, i.e. between a rattler atom and a square. The relevant part

of the unit cell is shown in Fig. 6.3; it contains one rattler and one square inside the

cage atoms. We project all masses and springs onto the (100) axis as shown in Fig.

6.3b. There are four different masses; mr represents the rattler mass (in amu), which
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Figure 6.3: The left panel shows the rattler and square enclosed by cage atoms forming
one quarter of the unit cell along the (100) direction; the right panel is our symbolic 1-D
representation of this part of the unit cell; it is shown expanded vertically for comparison
to the left structure but in the model is compressed to a 1-D model. mr represents the
rattler atom mass, (rare earth atom), mc represents the cage atom mass and is repeated
twice per unit cell, and ms is the mass of the square. Kcc is the stiff spring between the
cage atoms, Krs is the spring between the rattler and square of atoms (nearest neighbor
in 3-D). Ksc is the spring which connects the square of atoms to the cage and Krc is the
spring constant between the rattler and cage atoms (it corresponds to the rattler second
neighbor pair in 3-D). The uiβ are the displacements of the atoms in the βth unit cell.
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is nearly the same for the Nd filled oxyskutterudite (144.2) and Ce filled skutterudite

(140.1). ms is the square mass, which is 127.6 for CuO4 and 299.6 for As4, while mc

represents a generalized cage mass of four Ru atoms (404.3) and is present twice in the

unit cell, separating each square and rattler. In this 1-D projection onto a linear chain

it should be noted that in the actual 3-D crystal, the square is the nearest neighbor to

the rattler.

Four spring constants are defined in Fig. 6.3, and only these direct spring

constants are input parameters to our model. Further neighbor spring coefficients are

weaker, difficult to estimate, and ultimately not needed at this level. The advantage of

a system with few parameters is a tractable grasp of the results. The shortcoming is

that we have only approximate measures for the springs comprising the system, and a

1-D model. The direct springs used in the model are estimated from the sum of first

neighbor pair bonds projected along the (100) axis. There is no easy way to extract exact

values of these spring constants, so instead we introduce four generalized direct springs

as follows: The spring Krs connects the rattler and square of atoms, corresponding

roughly to the two nearest Ln-X bonds projected onto the x-axis, though there are also

contributions from other atoms comprising the square. The strength of Krs is much less

than the stiff bonds comprising cage-cage interactions. We use a value of 2.2 eV/Å2 for

both the As and oxyskutterudites in all calculations. There are two potentially different

cage-cage bonds in each unit cell, (one spanning the rattler, and the other spanning the

square); we set them equal and define them as Kcc. This is the strongest bond in the

system but difficult to quantify as it represents both Ru-Ru bonds and the projections
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of two stiff, nearly parallel Ru-X bonds in series. For simplicity we set Kcc = 12 eV/Å2

for both the As and oxyskutterudites.

Next we define Krc as the spring between the rattler and cage Ru (or M)

atoms. In the 3-D crystal this is related to the second neighbor spring for the rattler;

it’s relationship to Krs is of primary interest because the strength of this effective bond

is one of the major difference between the As and oxyskutterudites. Krc is the projection

of four Ln-Ru (Ln-M) bonds onto the x-axis; here we explore several different values

for this bond as it effectively couples a one dimensional chain of cage atoms to a one

dimensional chain of alternating rattlers and squares. The square to cage bond is Ksc,

which is similar in nature to Krc as it also couples the motion of the cages to the squares

and rattlers. However, the effective spring constant for Ksc cannot be directly measured

experimentally; it arises from a projection of the restoring forces from the Ru-As (or

Ru-O) spring constants along the 100 direction and is estimated as KRu−Ascos
2(θ) where

θ is large and cos2(θ) is < 0.1. We expect Ksc to be the same order of magnitude as

Krc, and we explore a range of values.

The equations of motion for unit cell β with a basis of four atoms are written

in terms of the atom coordinates uαβ , where α is the index of the atom within a cell, and

β is the index of the unit cell. An example of the equation of motion of the first cage

atom motion is shown in Eqn. 6.3. We change variables to a reduced mass coordinate

zα(q) and utilize the infinite chain model, replacing uαβ with Eqn. 6.4, where a is the

length of the unit cell.
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mc
d2u1β

dt2
= −Kcc(u1β −u3β)−Kcc(u1β −u3[β−1])−Krc(u1β −u2β)−Ksc(u1β −u4[β−1])

(6.3)

uαβ =
zα(q)√
mα

ei(−ωt+qaβ+qa(α−1)/4) (6.4)

From the equations of motion, for a particular wave vector q, we obtain the

dynamical matrix in terms of the renormalized coordinates zα. The matrix that is

diagonalized to extract the eigenfrequencies ωj and eigenstates ǫα is given in Eqn. 6.5.
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(6.5)

6.4 Avoided Crossings

Before investigating the two-rattler system, it is useful to first consider the

eigenfrequency spectrum for the simplified case with no independent motion of the X4

square. This is done by making Krs and Ksc equal to zero, simplifying Eqn. 6.5 into

a 3x3 matrix. In this limit the system is described by three masses per unit cell, mr

and mc (repeated twice) and two different spring constants Kcc, Krc; here Krc plays the
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Figure 6.4: A plot of the dispersion curves for the system when Kcc is significantly larger
than Krc for the 3-atom unit cell. The lowest mode is the acoustic, the intermediate is
the low energy rattler mode and the highest is the non-interacting optical mode. The
interaction between the modes is illustrated by the repulsion (avoided crossing) of the
lowest two modes at qa = 1.6.

role of the weak rattler spring to the rest of the system. This three mass model can be

compared to the simple system proposed by Christensen et al.[Christensen and Iversen,

2008] for the clathrates. The dispersion curves for the three mass model are shown in

Fig. 6.4; the lowest mode is the acoustic, the intermediate is the low energy rattler

mode and the highest is the non-interacting optical mode. The rattler mode has low

energy because of the weak spring (Krc) connecting it to the nearest masses.

Coupling occurs between the acoustic mode and the low energy rattling mode

at qa approximately 1.6 radians, which is shown by the avoided crossing in this re-

gion, with flattening of the acoustic modes as observed in the model of Christensen et

al.[Christensen and Iversen, 2008]. Flattening of modes has important consequences

since the group velocity is the slope of the dispersion curves. Thermal transport is

proportional to the group velocity, and if the slope is decreased via mode coupling, then
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the thermal conductivity will be decreased. The higher optical mode does not couple to

the other modes in this calculation and is non-interacting. The location of the avoided

crossing is affected by the ratio of the rattler to cage mass, a larger rattler mass shifts

the coupling to be closer to the origin. This means that a heavier rattler will effectively

scatter phonons at a lower frequency. Additionally, as the ratio of springs Krc to Kcc is

decreased, the coupling is also shifted nearer to the origin.

In the four mass model, the square - now treated as a large atom - can act as an

additional rattler moving in the (100) direction where the restoring forces are smaller;

this is especially true for the oxyskutterudites because the CuO4 square is of comparable

mass to the rare earth rattler. There are two potential rattler modes corresponding to

different combinations of the vibrations of the lanthanide and square. Each of these can

couple to the acoustic mode, creating a more diverse dispersion relation with potentially

two crossings instead of one. The two low energy optical modes can interact with each

other, and with the acoustic mode, creating several possible avoided crossings. The

highest mode is again a non-interacting optical mode for these choices of parameters.

To understand the effect of the spring constants on the dispersion curves and

the locations of the avoided crossings, we systematically vary the spring parameters.

For comparison purposes, Kcc is kept the same and large (12 eV/Å2) for all figures

because the cage-cage spring is always at least 3-5 times larger than the the weaker

rattler spring constants. Krs is also kept at a constant value (2.2 eV/Å2) for all figures,

since we are primarily interested in the ratios of Krc:Krs and Ksc:Krs. In Fig. 6.5 a grid

of nine sets of dispersion curves (appropriate for CeRu4As12) are presented, with Krc
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Figure 6.5: Plots of different dispersion curves for the As based skutterudite. Krc is
varied along the horizontal axis and Ksc is varied along the vertical, each from 0.3 to
2.1 eV/Å2; values of Krc, Ksc are given on each panel. There are two avoided crossings
in each case, occurring at different wave vector q, depending on the spring constants.

(horizontal) and Ksc (vertical) varied from 0.3 to 2.1 eV/Å2. In Fig. 6.6 we present the

corresponding figure for the oxyskutterudite which has all of the same spring parameters

but a different square mass.

The changes in the curves along the rows of Fig. 6.5, with Ksc constant, shows

that increasing Krc shifts the positions of both avoided crossings to higher q values.

Additionally, the separation of the modes at the avoided crossing increases with Krc.

Along columns, increasing Ksc at constant Krc, has a similar though smaller effect, due

to the larger square mass.

The locations of the avoided crossings are different for the As and oxyskut-

terudites mainly because of the different square mass used. A heavier rattler/square
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Figure 6.6: The dispersion curves for the oxyskutterudite, with the square mass equal
to that of the CuO4 unit. Krc is again varied along the horizontal axis and Ksc along
the vertical. The two avoided crossings occur at different wave vectors q than in Fig.
6.5.

mass will cause the avoided crossings to occur nearer to the origin; compare Figs. 6.5

and 6.6.

6.5 Correlations

It is helpful to consider the correlation functions, Cα1α2(q), between atoms at

positions α1 and α2 in the same unit cell, to understand the relative atomic motions.

This function is defined by:

Cα1α2
= 〈uα1

· uα2
〉 (6.6)

where uα1 is defined by Eqn. 6.4. The correlation is positive if the atoms are vibrating in
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phase, and negative if they are out of phase. For each atom pair (defined by the spring

between them) there are four components to the correlation from the four different

branches of the dispersion curves as shown in Fig. 6.7. Because of the avoided crossings,

it is difficult to strictly identify some of the various modes (i.e. the acoustic, and the

two rattler optic modes) for some values of q. Notice that for each figure the total sum

of the positive and negative components cancel for each panel. The dispersion curves

are also included at the top, to show how an avoided crossings correspond to features in

the correlations. Only the region from qa=±1.8 is shown to illustrate the first avoided

crossing at qa=0.8; the second avoided crossing appears as a spike near qa=2.8, and is

not on this plot.

The cage-cage correlation has a large negative component from mode 4 which

is balanced by a positive contribution from modes 1 and 2. Notice that the correlations

for mode 1 are larger than for mode 2 near q = 0 and transitions to mode 2 when qa is

above the position of the avoided crossing at qa = 0.8. There is negligible contribution

from mode 3. The correlation for the rattler-square has a large negative component

from mode 3 balanced by positive components from both mode 2 near the origin and

mode 1 for qa > 0.8. There is almost no contribution from mode 4. The correlations

for the rattler-cage is similar to that for the square-cage; for each, the correlation is

negative for mode 2 and positive (with the same magnitude) for mode 1.
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6.6 Thermal Broadening

The average thermal motion as a function of temperature for a pair of atoms

is quantified by σ2(T ), defined in Eqn. 6.7, where σ is the width of the pair distribution

function. This is a parameter which EXAFS can measure, and as discussed in section

6.2, we can use the inverse slope of σ2(T ) in the high T limit, to calculate effective

spring constants.

Using the eigenvalue analysis we can determine the contribution for each mode

and q-vector; These contributions are multiplied by the thermal occupation for each

state based on the energy, ~ωj(q), and integrated over all wave vectors q, as shown in

Eqn. 6.8. We sum over the four branches of the dispersion curves to get the total σ2

for a pair, though it is useful to look at each mode independently.

σ2α1α2
=

〈

|uα1
− uα2

|2
〉

. (6.7)

σ2α1,α2(T ) =

4
∑

j=1

∫
∣

∣

∣

∣

ǫα1,j(q)√
mα1

− ǫα2,j(q)√
mα2

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
~

2ωj
coth

ωj~

kBT
dq (6.8)

The values of the components of σ2 as a function of temperature for each pair

are shown in Fig. 6.8 along with the sum of all of the components. This figure uses the

same parameters as the correlation functions. In panel one, the overall amplitude of σ2cc

is quite low relative to the other pairs, which is characteristic of the stiff cage to cage

bond. The largest component of σ2cc is from mode 4 which is the highest optical mode.

In panel two, σ2rs is substantially larger than σ2cc, but slightly smaller in magnitude
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Figure 6.7: The dispersion curves corresponding to the As Skutterudite are shown in
the top panel for the restricted qa range -1.8 to 1.8 (Krc=0.3, Ksc=0.3). This figure
highlights the avoided crossing at qa=0.8; a second crossing (between mode 2 and 3)
at qa = 2.8 is not shown. The second panel shows the components of the correlation
function for Kcc. The third, fourth, and fifth panels correspond to Krs, Krc and Ksc.
Positive correlations mean the pair of atoms move in the same direction for a given
mode; negative correlations mean they move in opposite directions.
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Figure 6.8: The components of σ2 are shown as a function of temperature for each atomic
pair, using the calculation appropriate for CeRu4As12. In panel one the components
of σ2cc (Ru-Ru) are shown and in panels two, three, and four σ2rs (Ce-Sb), σ2rc (Ce-Ru),
and σ2sc are shown; the latter corresponds to the effective restoring force along a 100
direction in the cubic unit cell from the projected component of the Ru-Sb bonds. The
sum of all modes in a panel is shown as the dot-dash curve; this should be comparable
to the experimental curve.
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than σ2rc and σ2sc. The largest component in panel two is from mode 3 followed by

mode 1 and mode 2 with almost none from mode 4. σ2rc in panel 3 and σ2sc in panel

4 have approximately equal slopes, which is expected since they have the same initial

spring constants. Each has the most significant contribution from mode 2 and very little

contribution from mode 4. σ2rc has contributions from both mode 1 and 3 while σ2sc has

a significant contribution from mode 1 but little from mode 3. Note that because of

the mixing of modes the nature of mode 1 changes from an acoustic mode to a rattler

mode as qa increases; similar cross-overs occur for modes 2 and 3 at higher qa. These

plots show explicitly that the vibration amplitude for atom pairs is a sum over two or

more modes and hence a characteristic energy will be some weighted average of several

modes. The average energy may not be very close to the dominant optic mode energy.

In Fig. 6.9a, σ2(T) is plotted for the first four neighbors in CeRu4As12 from

simulations using the spring model. The slope for the Ce-Ru pair (Krc−eff ) is greater

than that for the the Ce-As pair (Krs−eff ), implying a weaker second neighbor bond as

observed. The slope for the Ru-Ru pair (Kcc−eff) is much lower indicating a stiff bond.

In part (b) the σ2(T) plots correspond to pairs in NdCu3Ru4O12. Here the slope for the

Nd-Ru pair (Krc−eff ) is less than that for the Nd-O pair (Kr−effs), which means the

first neighbor bond is weaker than the second neighbor bond, in contrast to the result

for the As skutterudite, but consistent with experiments on oxy-skutterudites. Note

that Ksc−eff has approximately the same stiffness as Krc−eff (triangles and squares

on Fig. 6.9); however, both are much larger than the direct bonds Ksc or Krc used to

calculate the dispersion curves. Kcc−eff is much stiffer than the other bonds and is
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almost unchanged from the value for the direct spring constant Kcc. Einstein fits were

applied to the rattler pairs and are in good agreement with experimental results.

6.7 Effective Spring Constants

The effective spring constants were determined from the inverse slope of the σ2

data as in Sec. 6.2. Different cage masses do not significantly change the effective spring

constants when they are calculated from the high temperature slopes of σ2(T) (with

direct spring constants fixed). This result at first may seem counter-intuitive but is a

fundamental feature of the system. Changing the ratio of masses instead changes the

zero point motion contributions which are measured by the y-intercepts on the σ2(T)

data at T = 0; i.e. σ2(T=0). Smaller rattler masses have greater zero point motion

than larger masses. The ratio of the direct spring constants used as input to the model,

determines the effective spring constants in a non-trivial way.

To understand the relationship between the direct spring constants and effec-

tive spring constants it is instructive to once again turn to the simplified three mass

system (the square mass is remove by setting Krs and Ksc=0). As the ratio of the direct

spring constants Krc to Kcc is varied, the value of Krc−eff changes as shown in Fig. 6.10.

As Kcc becomes much larger than Krc then we approximate a rigid cage model and the

value of Krc−eff approaches 2*Krc. For the case where Kcc is less than Krc the value of

Krc−eff approaches Krc.

For the four mass system, the relationship between effective and direct spring
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Figure 6.9: (a) σ2(T) functions, calculated from the spring model for the first few
neighbor pairs in CeRu4As12. The slope for the Ce-Ru pair (Krc) is greater than for the
Ce-As pair ((Krs), implying a weaker bond. (b) Calculated σ2(T) functions for pairs in
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Figure 6.10: The variation of Krc−eff as the ratio of Kcc to Krc increases. As Kcc

becomes much larger than Krc, the value of Krc−eff goes to 2Krc. When Kcc becomes
much less than Krc the value of Krc−eff = Krc.

constants is more complex. To illustrate the behavior we keep Krs at 2.2 eV/Å2 and

Kcc at 12 eV/Å2, determining all effective spring constants as a function of changing

Krc and Ksc. In table 6.2 each of the four effective spring constants is shown as Krc

(rows) and Ksc (columns) are incremented (0.3 to 1.2 to 2.1). Since the square mass

has no significant contribution to the spring constants, this table is the same whether

using the As4 or CuO4 square. Kcc−eff is not significantly different from Kcc (< 6%),

and remains much larger than any of the other effective spring constants. Krs−eff is

approximately 25% larger than Krs for small values of Krc and Ksc, and is nearly a

factor of 2 larger for the largest values of Krc and Ksc considered. Krc−eff and Ksc−eff

are each much larger than their direct spring constant values for any values in the table,

having significant contributions from the networks of springs.

The ratio of the second neighbor to first neighbor, direct spring constants, (i.e.

Krc:Krs and Ksc:Krs) determines whether the effective second neighbor spring constant
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Table 6.2: The four effective spring constants, calculated for the As Skutterudite sys-
tem, are tabulated as a function of both Krc and Ksc, simulating a variety of possible
results. Using the oxyskutterudite square mass gives nearly identical values. Ksc is var-
ied horizontally and Krc is varied vertically. The upper left corner is more like the As
skutterudite system while the lower right is more like the oxyskutterudites. All entries
are in units of eV/Å2, Kcc = 12 eV/Å2, Krs = 2.2 eV/Å2.

Bond Ksc = 0.3 Ksc = 1.2 Ksc = 2.1

Krc−eff = 0.3 Kcc 11.67 11.85 11.94
Krs−eff 2.76 3.15 3.36
Krc−eff 2.11 2.87 3.21
Ksc−eff 2.13 3.87 5.36

Krc−eff=1.2 Kcc 12.10 12.25 12.34
Krs−eff 3.15 3.65 3.97
Krc−eff 3.80 4.36 4.64
Ksc−eff 2.91 4.45 5.85

Krc−eff=2.1 Kcc 12.51 12.65 12.72
Krs−eff 3.36 3.97 4.37
Krc−eff 5.22 5.69 5.94
Ksc−eff 3.26 4.74 6.11

is larger or smaller than the first neighbor. When these ratios are small enough, the first

neighbor effective spring constant Krs−eff is largest. Therefore, the upper left corner

of Table 6.2, with small values of Ksc and Krc, is more like the As skutterudite systems

while the lower right of the table, with larger ratios is more like the oxyskutterudites.

The most important factor influencing the magnitude of the ratio of the first to second

neighbor effective spring constants from the rattler or square is the ratio of the same

direct neighbor spring constants. There is a smooth transition from the As-skutterudite-

like behavior to oxyskutterudite-like behavior, with intermediate ratios yielding nearly

equal first and second neighbor effective spring constants.

Fig. 6.11 shows the effect of varying Krc on the effective spring constants,

Krs−eff , Krc−eff and Ksc−eff . Kcc−eff is not shown since it remains much larger than
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Figure 6.11: Changes of effective spring constants as a function of Krc with Kcc, Krs,
and Ksc held fixed at 12, 2.2 and 0.3 eV/Å2 respectively. Notice that increasing Krc has
a larger effect on Krc−eff , and that Krs−eff (first neighbor in 3D) and Krc−eff (second
neighbor in 3D) cross near Krc = 0.75.

the other effective spring constants and is nearly unchanged. Notice that increasing

Krc has the largest effect on Krc−eff ; it increases monotonically with Krc. The effect is

smaller for Krs−eff and Ksc−eff . The figure clearly shows where Krs−eff and Krc−eff

cross; for these parameters, it occurs when the direct spring constant Krc ∼ 0.75 eV/Å2.

If one varies Ksc instead of Krc, the plots are nearly identical except that Ksc−eff and

Krc−eff are switched with Ksc−eff having the greater slope.

6.8 Discussion and Conclusions

We present a relatively simple 4-atom model that provides a means of explor-

ing the vibrational properties of a system with overlapping weak and strong springs.

The system can be viewed as two infinite chains (each with 2-atom unit cells) coupled

together via weak springs. The equations of motion were solved numerically to obtain

the dispersion curves and the corresponding eigenvalues. The four resulting modes cor-
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respond roughly to an acoustic mode, two low energy optic modes (rattler modes) and

a high energy optic mode, which plays little role in the low energy properties. In addi-

tion, there is strong coupling between the acoustic and the two low energy optic modes

leading to avoided crossings and dispersion curves with low slopes. This results in a low

velocity of sound, which is beneficial for thermoelectric applications. The location of

the coupling in q-space is affected by the spring constants and masses used; for example,

a larger rattler mass shifts the coupling closer to the origin.

Once the eigenfrequencies and eigenvalues are known as a function of the

wavevector q, a number of useful quantities can be calculated; these include the corre-

lation functions which show the relative motions of pairs of atoms, σ2 as a function of

temperature which can be compared with experiment, and effective spring constants.

The latter can be extracted from plots of σ2 vs T in the same way as for experimental

data. We find that the strongest effective spring constants within the cage are nearly

identical to the direct spring constants used as input for the model. However when the

direct spring constant is small compared to other spring constants, the effective spring

constant for that pair can be much larger. Thus the ratios of effective spring constants

depend on the direct spring constants, in a non-trivial way. For the intermediate spring

constant Krs the effective spring constant is about 25% larger for parameters corre-

sponding the the As skutterudite and about a factor of two larger for the model for

the oxyskutterudites. As the rattler-cage direct spring constant is increased, the second

neighbor effective spring constant, Krc−eff , varies from being smaller than the rattler-

square effective spring constant, Krs−eff , to being larger than Krs−eff , although for the
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direct spring constants, Krc is smaller than Krs. Thus the unusual differences for the

As skutterudites and the oxyskutterudites can be understood using this model.

An important feature of this model is that the square ring also acts as a rat-

tler and introduces additional coupling with the acoustic modes, which further reduces

the thermal conductivity. Treating the square rings as nearly rigid units is a simpli-

fying approximation, but because the bonds within the square rings are the second

strongest in the structure, we consider it is a reasonable approximation for low energy

modes. We have observed evidence for low energy motion of the square rings along the

rattler-square axis for many systems – arsenides, oxy-skutterudites, antimonides includ-

ing doped materials, and the CePt4Ge12 system. Thus we propose that this behavior

is a general feature of the skutterudite structure. It would be useful in full calculations

of the phonon modes to project the motions of the ring atoms along various directions

and investigate correlations for the low energy modes. If the rings are quasi-rigid as

proposed here, the motions of the four ring atoms will be highly correlated.

An interesting and potentially important result from these studies is that one

should have two avoided crossing between acoustic and low energy rattler modes, and

that the positions of these avoided crossings in q space can be tuned by changing masses

or spring constants. Consequently if the material consists of many nanodomains, with

different positions of the avoided crossings, phonon transport may be highly suppressed;

acoustic phonons of a given frequency and q-vector that propagate freely in one domain,

cannot propagate in another region that has an avoided crossing at that q-vector. Thus

if large nanoparticles (100-300 nm) containing significantly different rattler masses or
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square ring masses, are optimized to have a large power factor S2σe, then a mixture of

such nanoparticles should lead to a low thermal conductivity; some nanoparticles might

also be unfilled[Chi et al., 2012]. The improved performance of some multiply filled

skutterudites[Shi et al., 2011; Berardan et al., 2005; Alleno et al., 2006; Yang et al.,

2007; Bai et al., 2009; Rogl et al., 2010a,b; Peng et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2014; Yu et al.,

2014; Rogl et al., 2014b,a] may be explained in part from nanodomains with avoided

crossings at different q-vectors. However, in many cases the concentrations of some filler

atom are low and in that case defect scattering should also play an important role. To

separate mechanisms it would be useful to compare a multiply filled material with a

mixture of singly filled nanoparticles with the same average composition.

We anticipate that this simple model will encourage experiments using a mix-

ture of nanoparticles as well as motivate theoretical calculation to look for correlated

motions of the ring atoms and investigate transport in inhomogeneous materials con-

taining many nanodomains.
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Chapter 7

Clathrates

7.1 Introduction

Clathrates are a promising class of thermoelectric materials made from abun-

dant, earth-friendly elements[Nolas, 2014; Takabatake et al., 2014; Shevelkov and Kovnir,

2011]. Clathrates exhibit a rich chemistry with the ability for substitution of many dif-

ferent elements; this allows delicate tuning of both the crystal structure as well as the

physical properties. They have been shown to be both chemically and thermally stable

at high temperatures, and hold the promise for high temperature applications. A con-

venient parameter for characterizing the energy conversion potential of thermoelectric

materials is the figure of merit ZT defined by ZT= S2 σe/κ. The desired quantities

are a large Seebeck coefficient, S, a moderate electrical conductivity, σe and a very low

thermal conductivity, κ. Several clathrates have semiconductor-like electric conductiv-

ity and glass-like thermal conductivity, which results in a relatively high thermoelectric
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figure of merit (ZT ) with values exceeding 1.3 [Takabatake, 2013].

The thermoelectric properties of the type-I clathrate, Ba8Ga16Ge30, have been

investigated extensively in the past[Sales et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2008; Blake et al.,

2001; Bentien et al., 2005; Avila et al., 2006; Mori et al., 2009; Takasu et al., 2010;

Iwamoto et al., 2013]. More recently the properties of the isostructural materials,

Ba8Ga16Si30 and Ba8Ga16Sn30, have been studied;[Avila et al., 2008; Suekuni et al.,

2008; Kozina et al., 2009; Suekuni et al., 2009, 2010; Mori et al., 2011; Ishii et al.,

2012; Mansour et al., 2012; Christensen et al., 2013] surprisingly, although the thermal

conductivity is lowest for the Sn compound (κSn < κSi < κGe[Suekuni et al., 2009]),

ZT is also lowest (∼ 0.6)[Saiga et al., 2012]. ZT for Ba8Ga16Ge30 is highest ((∼ 1.3)

while ZT of Ba8Ga16Si30 is in between (∼ 0.87). The Seebeck coefficient is large for

all three compounds but peaks earlier for Sn at approximately 450 K, at 750 K for Ge

and even higher for Si. In addition, the electrical resistivity is substantially higher at

all temperatures for Ba8Ga16Sn30,[Takabatake, 2013] which is the dominant factor that

leads to a lower ZT for this material. It is likely that differences in disorder account for

much of the variation in electrical and thermal transport properties of these systems.

Here we use the EXAFS technique[Teo, 1986] to compare the local structure in all three

compounds.

Another aspect that has been investigated recently is the distribution of the

Ga/Sn or Ga/Si atoms among the three cage sites. Blake et al.[Blake et al., 2001]

proposed that Ga-Ga bonds should be avoided; this has been observed in EXAFS stud-

ies by Kozina et al.[Kozina et al., 2009] for Ba8Ga16Sn30 and recently by Mansour et
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al.[Mansour et al., 2012] for a series of compounds Ba8Ga16Ge30−xSix. We include these

results in the discussion.

The unit cell of a type-I clathrate is made up of two different size cages, as

seen in Fig. 7.1. The unit cell contains six larger cages of 24 atoms and two smaller

cages consisting of 20 atoms. There are two Ba sites; Ba1 is located in the center of

the smaller cage, and Ba2 is slightly off center in the larger cage [Suekuni et al., 2008;

Jiang et al., 2008]. The magnitude and direction of the off center displacement of Ba2

in Ba8Ga16Ge30 was investigated in detail by Jiang et al.[Jiang et al., 2008].

There are three unique crystallographic sites in the cage, M1 (6c site), M2 (16i

site), and M3 (24k site), that are each occupied by a mixture of Ga and X (X = Si, Ge,

Sn).[Chakoumakos et al., 2000, 2001; Blake et al., 2001] Due to this mixed occupation of

elements among the crystallographic sites, diffraction cannot determine the disorder for

each element, it instead provides an average over each of the distinct crystallographic

sites. Therefore, to investigate local correlations, we use EXAFS to probe the individual

elements and independently determine the bond lengths for the first neighbor and in

some cases second neighbors, e.g. for Ba8Ga16Sn30: Ga-Sn, Ga-Ga, Sn-Sn, Ba-Ga pairs.

7.2 Experimental Details

The growth and characterization procedures of large single crystals (up to 1

cm) of type-I Ba8Ga16Sn30 and Ba8Ga16Ge30 have been described in previous work.[Avila

et al., 2008] The basic approach is to grow crystals with a self-flux method using excess
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Figure 7.1: (Color online) A, the unit cell for a type-I clathrate Ba8M16X30 , containing
large 24-atom light green cages and smaller 20-atom dark red cages. B, a single cage
pair, with rattlers visible in each cage. (M1: light blue, M2: yellow, M3: dark blue.)
The Ba rattler in the larger cage, green, is slightly off-center.

Table 7.1: Pair distances of cage atoms in Ba8Ga16X30 (X = Si, Ge, Sn) from x-ray
diffraction [Blake et al., 2001; Chakoumakos et al., 2000; Avila et al., 2008].

Pair Ba8Ga16Si30 Ba8Ga16Ge30 Ba8Ga16Sn30
10.5397 Å 10.760 Å 11.685 Å

M2-M2 2.358 2.496 2.655
M2-M3 2.434 2.441 2.732
M1-M3 2.463 2.503 2.677
M3-M3 2.515 2.541 2.732
Ba1-M2 3.384 3.439 3.731
Ba1-M3 3.464 3.553 3.904
Ba2-M3 3.563 3.612 3.931
Ba2-M1 3.726 3.804 4.131
Ba2-M2 3.909 3.995 4.339
Ba2-M3 4.056 4.157 4.514
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Ga or Sn, depending on the desired carrier type. High-purity elements are mixed in a

glove box, sealed in an evacuated quartz tube, soaked at 490 C, and slowly cooled over

100 hours to 390 C.

To prepare EXAFS samples, the materials were powdered with a mortar and

pestle and shaken through a 25 µm sieve. Next a thin layer of powder was brushed

onto two pieces of scotch tape, on which the smaller particles preferentially stick. Sub-

sequently, the two pieces of tape were pressed together, forming an encapsulated double

layer of particles with sizes ≤ 5 µm. The double tape layer was then cut into 2 mm

by 16 mm strips which were stacked to obtain an appropriate sample thickness for each

absorption edge, such that the edge step height is in the range 0.3-0.9. The samples

were mounted in a liquid helium cryostat for temperature dependence studies.

All data were collected on beamline 10-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Lightsource (SSRL) in transmission mode. The Ba K edge data were collected using

a Si(220) double monochromator, detuned to 80% to reduce harmonics; with a slit

height of 0.3 mm, the resulting energy resolution was 7.0 eV. The Sn K-edge data

were also collected using a Si(220) double monochromator, but detuned to 50% to

reduce harmonics (slit height, 0.3 mm; energy resolution, 4.5 eV). A Si(111) double

monochromator, detuned to 50% to reduce harmonics, was used to collect the Ga K-

edge data (slit height, 0.5 mm; energy resolution, 2.1 eV). Finally, Due to the low energy

of the Si K-edge (1.8 keV), we were unable to collect data for Si, and are limited to

using the Ga K-edge to study the Ga-Si substructure in Ba8Ga16Si30.

After collecting the data, we used the RSXAP data reduction package to reduce
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and fit the data.[Booth, 2010] The reduction follows standard procedures: first a pre-

edge background is removed, consistent with the Victoreen formula,[Victoreen, 1949]

and then a spline-fit of the post-edge data provided the average absorption µo(E) above

the edge. Next, the EXAFS oscillations were extracted, converted to k-space, and fast

Fourier transformed (FFT) into r-space using a Gaussian-rounded FT window. The

RSFIT program fits the real and imaginary parts of the r-space experimental data to

theoretical EXAFS functions generated by FEFF8 [Ankudinov et al., 1998] in order to

determine the amplitude, position r, and width, σ, of the pair distribution functions

for each atom pair.[Ankudinov et al., 1998] The Debye-Waller factor σ2(T) provides a

useful measure of both thermal and static disorder for the first few neighbors.

We also determine the parameter ∆E0 (the difference between the experimental

edge energy, defined as the half-height edge energy, and the energy for which k = 0 for

the theoretical standards) at low temperature (<100 K), and fix it at that value for the

higher temperature fits.

7.3 Ga K Edge

Ga K-edge k-space data are shown in Fig. 7.2 for Ba8Ga16Si30 at 6 K; the

quality of the data is high out to 15 Å−1. We also have the corresponding Ga edge data

for the X = Ge and Sn samples from previous studies.[Jiang et al., 2008; Kozina et al.,

2009]

Temperature dependent r-space data are shown in Fig. 7.3 from 6 to 300 K
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Figure 7.2: Ga K edge, k-space data at 6 K for Ba8Ga16Si30.

for Ba8Ga16Si30. We used an FT window of 3.5–14.4 Å−1, Gaussian broadened by σ =

0.3 Å−1. The first peak at approximately 2.0 Å is the sum of several Ga-Si and Ga-Ga

pairs due to the three crystallographic sites M1, M2 and M3. This peak is large and

has a relatively weak temperature dependence, indicating rigid first neighbor pairs. The

presence of a second large peak at 3.4 Å and further neighbors out to 6 Å indicates that

the cage structure is reasonably ordered around Ga. The second neighbor peak is the

sum of many Ga-Ga, Ga-Si and Ga-Ba pairs and has significantly more disorder with

temperature. Due to the complexity of this second neighbor peak we will concentrate

on the first neighbor.

In Fig. 7.4 low temperature Ga edge data collected from previous studies on

the system with X = Ge are compared with the current results to observe trends in the

type-I clathrate family. The location of the first neighbor peak is shifted between the

samples; for the Ge sample, the first neighbor peak (Ga-Ge) is shifted up to 2.2 Å, while

for Ga-Sn the peak is located at 2.5 Å, therefore this trend follows closely the increasing
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Figure 7.3: (Color online) Temperature dependent, Ga K-edge, r-space data for
Ba8Ga16Si30. The first neighbor pair is at 2.0 Å; it has a weak temperature depen-
dence and is composed of Ga-Ga and Ga-Si pairs. The second neighbor pair at 3.5
Å is made up of many pairs and decays more rapidly with temperature. Here and in
subsequent EXAFS plots, the fast oscillating function is the real part, R, of the FFT
while the envelope is ±

√
R2 + I2 where I is the imaginary part of the FFT.

atomic radius of the X atoms. The second neighbor peak is located at approximately

3.4 Å for Si. The second peak amplitude, relative to the first peak is largest for X =

Ge. The low second neighbor amplitude for the Sn sample indicates significantly more

disorder than for the X = Si or Ge samples.

A detailed analysis of the Ga and Ge data for Ba8Ga16Ge30 were presented

in Ref. [Jiang et al., 2008] while for Ba8Ga16Sn30 a simple two peak fit was described

by Kozina et al.[Kozina et al., 2009]. Since the environment around Ga is somewhat

more disordered in Ba8Ga16Si30 than in Ba8Ga16Ge30, we follow the method used for

Ba8Ga16Sn30.[Kozina et al., 2009] To quantify the fraction of Si neighbors, we fit the

first peak in the data to a sum of theoretical functions for the GaSi and GaGa pairs,

with the total coordination number constrained to four total nearest neighbors. Here

we use S2o = 1.0 for both pairs.
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Figure 7.4: The Ga K edge, r-space data at 10 K are shown for BaGaX (X =Si, Ge, Sn).
The position of the first peak shifts with increasing atomic radii or atomic number, from
2 Å for Si, up to 2.5 Å for Sn. The Ge sample is the least disordered. Notice that the
second neighbor peak is lowest for the Sn sample (near 4.2 Å), indicating significantly
more disorder.

We started the fit with 75% Ga-Si (i.e., three Si neighbors) and 25% Ga-Ga

and allowed the ratio to vary along with the width of the pair distribution function and

the bond length r of each pair. The fit range was from 1.5 to 3 Å in r space and 3.5

to 14.4 Å−1 in k space. Note that the weak GaBa1 peak occurs well above 3.3 Å and

does not contribute to this first peak. An example of a fit at 6K is shown in Fig. 7.5.

We find that for the best fit, 19% of the nearest neighbors about Ga are Ga, in contrast

to the expected 35% from a random distribution. This is in reasonable agreement with

Mansour et al.[Mansour et al., 2012] who found 22% Ga neighbors in this compound;

it is also similar to the result for Ba8Ga16Sn30 for which about 15% of the neighbors

are Ga.[Kozina et al., 2009] These fits confirm the visual inspection of Fig. 7.5, namely,

that the GaGa bonds make up only a small fraction of the nearest neighbor Ga bonds.

The previous EXAFS results[Kozina et al., 2009; Mansour et al., 2012] plus the current

results strongly support the Ga-Ga bond avoidance model, first proposed by Blake et
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Figure 7.5: Fit of the Ga K edge data (6 K) with theoretical Ga-Si and Ga-Ga FEFF
functions.[Ankudinov et al., 1998] Note that the Ga-Si peak is dominant and the Ga-Ga
peak nearly insignificant. The Ga-Si pair occurs at a shorter r due to a smaller Si atomic
radius.

al.[Blake et al., 2001]. However, a few Ga-Ga bonds do remain and the number may

depend on sample preparation.

In Fig. 7.6, we compare the bond lengths as a function of temperature from

EXAFS and diffraction for Ba8Ga16Si30. Mα-Mβ nearest neighbor distances from x-

ray diffraction data are shown as black dashed lines; the EXAFS nearest neighbor

distances are (colored) points and have a small temperature dependence. The Ga-Si

distance is shorter than the Ga-Ga distance because of the smaller Si atomic radius.

For comparison, we have also shown the Si-Si distance in pure Si which is close to the

distance for the M2-M2 pair. This suggests that most of the M2-M2 bonds are Si-Si

bonds.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of bond lengths for Ba8Ga16Si30 determined by EXAFS with
crystallographic bond lengths from x-ray diffraction[Blake et al., 2001], black dashed
lines.

7.4 Sn K Edge

The Sn K edge, r-space data are plotted in Fig. 7.7 as a function of tempera-

ture. There is one peak at 2.5 Å, a sum of Sn-Sn and Sn-Ga pairs, with no pronounced

further neighbor peaks. Our earlier EXAFS study of Ba8Ga16Sn30 at the Ga K edge

found the first peak (a sum of Ga-Sn and Ga-Ga pairs) at nearly the same location

[Kozina et al., 2009]. There is a moderate temperature dependence for this peak that

is greater than for the Ga K edge data, but significantly less than for the Ba K edge

(next section). Since further neighbor peaks are small and exhibit minimal temperature

dependence they will not be considered for further analysis. It is important to note

that for Ba8Ga16Ge30, the corresponding Ge K edge data showed significant second and

further neighbor peaks, indicating that the Ba8Ga16Ge30 material is significantly more

ordered than Ba8Ga16Sn30.

We fit the peak near 2.5 Å to a sum of Sn-Sn and Sn-Ga theoretical EXAFS
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Figure 7.7: Sn K edge r-space data for Ba8Ga16Sn30 as a function of temperature. The
first peak near 2.5 Å is a sum of Sn-Sn and Sn-Ga pairs. FT range; 3.5-15.0 Å−1,
Gaussian broadened by σ = 0.3 Å−1.

functions calculated using FEFF8.[Ankudinov et al., 1998] This peak is actually the

sum of first four pairs, M2-M2, M1-M3, M2-M3 and M3-M3 in the range of 2.66 to 2.77

Å, but because peaks this close together can’t be resolved we use a single peak for each

type of neighbor. In addition, because of the difference in atomic radii, we expect the

Sn-Sn pair distance to be longer. In the fits we allowed the bond distances and the ratio

of the number of Sn-Ga and Sn-Sn bonds to vary, with the constraint that the total

number of first neighbors forming this peak is 4.0. S2o was set to 1.0. An example of a

fit is shown in Fig. 7.8 at 6 K.

EXAFS determines the nearest neighbor distances about each specific atom,

while diffraction experiments give an average of the distances between crystallographic

sites. The average bond length for the Sn-Ga pair is found to be 2.66 Å while that for

Sn-Sn is 2.81 Å. These distances are compared with the diffraction results in Fig. 7.9;

the M-M nearest neighbor distances from room temperature diffraction data are shown

as black dashed lines, while EXAFS nearest neighbor pair distances are colored and
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Figure 7.8: Fit of the Sn K-edge data (6 K) to a sum of theoretical Sn-Sn and Sn-Ga
EXAFS functions. Of the four nearest neighbors, on average there are 2.1 nearest Ga
neighbors and 1.9 nearest Sn neighbors.

have a small temperature dependence. The Sn-Ga bond length is close to the shortest

of the M-M pairs from x-ray diffraction while the Sn-Sn distance is longer that any of

the M-M pairs. Also, the Ga-Ga distance reported by Kozina et al.[Kozina et al., 2009]

is much shorter than any of the M-M pairs. This combination of very short (2.55 Å) and

very long bonds (2.81 Å) in Ba8Ga16Sn30 suggests that buckling may be present—we

discuss this in more detail in Sec. 7.5.1.

The number of Sn-Ga and Sn-Sn bonds are found to be comparable; there are

preferentially 2.1 nearest Sn-Ga bonds for every 1.9 Sn-Sn bonds. Note that the ratio of

the number of Sn-Ga to Sn-Sn neighbors in a completely random cage filling would be

1.39:2.61; the experimental ratio is > 1 indicating significantly more Sn-Ga neighbors.

This is in agreement with the Ga K edge results[Kozina et al., 2009] for which there

were few Ga-Ga pairs (and many Ga-Sn pairs).

The Debye-Waller factor, σ2(T), provides a measure of both static disorder

(σ2static, from strains, off-center displacements, etc.) and thermal disorder that arises
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from atomic vibrations (phonons), including zero-point-motion contributions. In Fig.

7.10 we plot σ2 as a function of temperature for the Ga-Si, Ga-Ge and Ga-Sn pairs as

well as for Sn-Sn. σ2(T) for each pair was fit to a correlated Debye model to extract a

static offset (σ2static) and correlated Debye temperature; values are tabulated in Table

7.2. The static offset is largest for Ga-Sn which is evidence of more static disorder in this

sample, Ga-Si and Ga-Ge have much smaller values. The slope of each curve in Fig. 7.10

is nearly the same for the Ga-X pairs, indicating very similar effective spring constants

(and bond strengths). However the correlated Debye temperatures (See Table 7.2) vary

signifiacntly because we use the pair reduced mass in calculating θcD. In contrast, the

Sn-Sn pair has a larger slope and lower correlated Debye temperature, indicating weaker

bonds between the Sn atoms. The largest value for σ2static occurs for the Ga-Sn pair

suggesting significantly increased disorder in Ba8Ga16Sn30; although some of the static

disorder arises from different M-M pair distances (see Table 7.1), the static disorder in
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Figure 7.10: σ2 as a function of temperature for the Ga-Si, Ga-Ge and Ga-Sn pairs in
Ba8Ga16X30 (X = Si, Ge, Sn). Note that the slopes for these three pairs are nearly the
same, indicating comparable bond strengths. In contrast, the slope for the Sn-Sn pair is
higher and the bond strength is weaker. The data for each pair were fit to a correlated
Debye model; note that although the effective spring constants for the Ga-X pairs are
about the same, the correlated Debye temperatures, θcD, are quite different (Table 7.2)
as a result of using a different reduced mass for each pair.

Ba8Ga16Sn30 is about 4 times larger than in the other materials.

Table 7.2: Correlated Debye temperatures, θcD and static offsets, σ2static, of selected
pairs for Ba8Ga16X30 (X=Ge, Si, Sn).

Pair θcD (K) σ2static (Å2)

Ga-Si 527 0.00055
Ga-Ge 415 0.00050
Ga-Sn 345 0.00242
Sn-Sn 269 0.00066

7.5 Comparison of the Ba Rattler environments in Ba8Ga16X30

(X = Ge, Si, Sn).

There are two Ba sites; Ba1 (25% of Ba) is located in the center of the smaller

cage, while Ba2 (75% of Ba) is slightly off center in the larger cage; EXAFS provides a

sum over both sites. The magnitude and direction of the off center displacement of Ba2
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Figure 7.11: Ba K-edge k-space data for Ba8Ga16X30 X = Si, Sn at 6 K.

in Ba8Ga16Ge30 was the subject of a previous work [Jiang et al., 2008].

Ba K edge EXAFS data were collected for Ba8Ga16Si30 and Ba8Ga16Sn30 out

to k = 14 Å−1 — see Fig. 7.11. These data have a much lower amplitude than for

Ba8Ga16Ge30,[Jiang et al., 2008] particularly for Ba8Ga16Sn30 for which the EXAFS

oscillations die out above ∼ k = 10 Å−1, indicating significant disorder.

We first compare the Ba K edge r-space data for the three clathrate systems

Ba8Ga16X30, X = Si, Ge, and Sn, at low temperature — see Fig. 7.12. This plot shows

that the amplitude of the first peak decreases, and hence the neighborhood around

Ba becomes more disordered, in the progression from Ba8Ga16Ge30 to Ba8Ga16Si30 to

Ba8Ga16Sn30, which is consistent with the decreasing thermal conductivity of these

three materials (see Fig. 7 of Ref. 108). However, the large shift of the first peak to

lower r (2.6 Å) for Ba8Ga16Sn30 was unexpected, which suggests large distortions are

present.

The temperature dependence of the Ba K edge r-space data are plotted in
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Figure 7.12: Ba K-edge EXAFS data for the three clathrate compounds Ba8Ga16X30

(X = Si, Ge, Sn). The shift and decrease in amplitude suggests that the Ba “rattler”
environment becomes more distorted in the Si and very distorted in the Sn compound.
For this comparison at low T we use a wide FT window for X = Si, Ge; 4.8–12.7 Å−1,
and a narrower FT range for X = Sn, 5.3–9.2 Å−1, all Gaussian broadened by σ = 0.2
Å−1.

Fig. 7.13 for Ba8Ga16Si30 and Ba8Ga16Sn30. Because the EXAFS oscillations are sig-

nificantly damped at 300K, we use the following short FT ranges for all temperatures:

Ba8Ga16Si30, 5-10 Å−1; Ba8Ga16Sn30, 5.5-9.0 Å−1. The low end of the FT window is

constrained by the large width of the Ba edge and some XANES structure near 4 Å−1.

Note the very low amplitudes for both samples, indicating significant disorder and likely

a decreased number of neighbors.

As show in Fig. 7.14, for Ba8Ga16Si30 the first peak is near 2.75 Å, while a

much smaller peak appears near 3.5 Å; the further neighbor peaks above 4 Å are very

small. The relatively low amplitude of the first peak suggests it is likely only from

the Ba1 cage which contains just 25% of the Ba atoms. Both peaks have a strong

temperature dependence indicating weak bonds between Ba and Ga/Si neighbors. The

Ba2 cage with 24 neighbors would lead to a significant peak between 3 and 4 Å if
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undistorted; the tiny peak near 3.5 Å is likely the remnant of this peak, and the low

amplitude indicates significant disorder.

The results for Ba8Ga16Sn30, suggest even more disorder. In this case, although

the Ba1 cage distances are longer (3.7 and 3.9 Å), the nearest neighbor peak is near 2.3

Å, with a second small peak near 3.6 Å. Thus, the shortest Ba-(Ga/Sn) distance is at

least 1 Å shorter than the crystallographic distances. The very low amplitude of the Ba

edge data for Ba8Ga16Sn30, suggest that likely there are very few nearest neighbors, and

Ba may be off-center even in the Ba1 cage. If Ba is off-center in both cages, destructive

interference between peaks at difference distances can essentially eliminate most of the

Ba-(Ga/Sn) peak amplitude.

The Ba K edge data for Ba8Ga16Ge30 were fit by Jiang et al.[Jiang et al., 2008]

using a highly constrained fit, in which all the bond lengths to atoms within the Ba2

cage could be expressed in terms of a Ba2 off-center displacement, d, while Ba in the

Ba1 cage was assumed to be on-center. This required very good signal-to-noise data

and lead to an off-center Ba2 displacement of ∼ 0.15 Å. For the fit of (Ba8Ga16Ge30),

the contributions to the peak near 3.1 Å arises mostly from the two distances in the

Ba1 cage plus a contribution from the shorter bonds in the Ba2 cage that arise from

the off-center Ba2 position.

For the Ba8Ga16Si30 sample the average Ba-(Ga/Si) distances for the Ba1 site

from x-ray diffraction are 3.38 and 3.46 Å (see Table 7.1), while all the Ba2-M pairs are

3.56 Å and longer. Thus, to fit the peak near 2.8 Å in Fig. 7.13 even the Ba1-(Ga/Sn)

distances appear too long. However, there is a negative shift of EXAFS peak positions
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in r-space plots, typically of order –0.2-0.3 Å, but for Ba-Si, closer to –0.5 Å. For Ba2-M

peaks, there would have to be a huge off-center displacement of Ba2 in Ba8Ga16Si30,

larger than for the Ge compound, to bring one of the Ba2-M peaks down to 2.8 Å; we

consider this unreasonable in view of the smaller lattice constant, and assume the peak

near 2.8 Å in the experimental data, arises primarily from Ba on the Ba1 site. We

treat the peak near 3.5 Å as a small contribution from Ba2-(Ga,Si) pairs. Theoretical

EXAFS functions were calculated for Ba-Ga and Ba-Si using FEFF8;[Ankudinov et al.,

1998] these functions were calculated for an average distance of 3.42 Å (Ba1 site), since

the distances 3.38 and 3.46 Å cannot be resolved using a short FT range. Although

the functions are calculated for the same distance, the position of the theoretical Ba-Si

peak is nearly 0.2 Å below that for the Ba-Ga peak, and the real parts of the FT are

partially out of phase.

The Ba1 cage consists of eight M2 and twelve M3 sites. If Ga were randomly

distributed we would expect the ratio of Si to Ga neighbors to be 30/16 = 1.9; however

the analysis of the Ga data indicates Ga-Ga avoidance[Kozina et al., 2009; Mansour

et al., 2012] and the Ga distribution is not uniform[Bentien et al., 2005; Christensen

and Iversen, 2007; Suekuni et al., 2008]. Using the relative distributions reported by

Bentien et al.[Bentien et al., 2005] and Suekuni et al.[Suekuni et al., 2008] the ratio of

Si to Ga neighbors in the Ba1 cage should be roughly 2.45.

We therefore modeled the first peak as a sum of Ba-Si and Ba-Ga FEFF

functions, with the sum of neighbors fixed to 5 (S2o = 1.0; 25% of 20 neighbors = 5),

but the ratio of amplitudes unconstrained. We added a longer Ba-Ga peak to model
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the small peak at 3.5 Å. The positions and widths σ were also allowed to vary. Multiple

fits were tried including fits with only one peak for the first peak.

A very good fit was obtained for the 6 K data using the three peak-fit as shown

in Fig. 7.14; the shifts in r (from 3.42 Å) are small for the first neighbor Ba-Si and Ba-

Ga pairs – see Table 7.3 – and the amplitude ratio for the Ba-Si and Ba-Ga is close to

2.5. This is a robust result as we can start the fit at various ratios (1.5, 2, 3 etc.) and

the fit result returns to 2.5. The ratio is thus very consistent with other measurements

that indicate a non-uniform Ga distribution.[Bentien et al., 2005; Suekuni et al., 2008;

Kozina et al., 2009] Also, the small values of σ2 indicate relatively little disorder for the

Ba1 peak. However, the small number of neighbors and large value for σ2, obtained for

the small peak near 3.5 Å, indicates significant disorder in the Ba2 cage.

Table 7.3: Ba K edge fit results at 6 K for Ba8Ga16Si30; bond distance r, number of
neighbors, N, and σ2. Estimated errors: N, 15 %; σ2, ± 0.0005 Å2.

Pair r (Å) N σ2 (Å2)

Ba-Si 3.384 3.58 0.0033
Ba-Ga 3.429 1.42 0.0043
Ba-Ga 3.65 2.1 0.0099

For Ba8Ga16Sn30 the first peak in the Ba K edge data occurs at an even shorter

distance (2.3 Å) than for Ba8Ga16Si30 and cannot be fit with theoretical FEFF functions

calculated using the crystallographic distances, because the shortest Ba-M distance is

about 3.7 Å, in the Ba1 cage. Preliminary fits suggested that the pair distances had to

be shortened by roughly 1 Å. A shifted Ba-Ga function was calculated by moving Ba1

off-center such that the Ba-Ga distance was 2.77 Å; this function has a peak at ∼ 2.3 Å.

For modeling the weak peak near 3.6 Å in Fig. 7.13, a second FEFF theoretical function
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Figure 7.14: A fit of the Ba K edge data at 6 K, for Ba8Ga16Si30. The experimental
data are shown as solid points, with every fifth point plotted for clarity. The total fit
is plotted as solid black lines and the three components as dashed or dotted lines. A
comparison of the real part, R, of the FT’s shows that R for Ba-Si is nearly 90◦ out of
phase with that for the first Ba-Ga, while the two Ba-Ga functions are nearly 180◦ out
of phase. These phase differences are needed to fit the dip near 3.3 Å.

was calculated for both Ba-Sn and Ba-Ga pairs at a distance of 3.73 Å, to represent

a few Ba-neighbor pairs in either an undistorted Ba1 cage or for a large off-center

displacement of Ba in the Ba2 cage.

The best results for the first peak were obtained for a Ba-Ga pair located at

2.74 Å, with ∼ 2.0 nearest neighbors. It is substantially broadened with a width σ

= 0.135 Å; this large broadening is reasonable as there are likely many different bond

lengths. Unfortunately, the amplitude is very low and the data are not good enough for

a more complex fit of the first peak.

To fit the further peak at approximately 3.6 Å we again tried various combi-

nations of Ba-Ga and Ba-Sn pairs, with the optimal fit being Ba-Sn. This peak had a

significantly reduced amplitude of 0.73 neighbors. It was found to be almost unshifted

from the Ba1-M2 pair distance in diffraction; however we could not determine if it was
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Figure 7.15: Fit of the Ba K edge data at 6 K for Ba8Ga16Sn30; experimental data are
shown as points, but only every sixth point is plotted for clarity. The fits are shown as
solid (total fit), dashed (Ba-Ga), and dotted lines (Ba-Sn) . The first neighbor Ba-Ga
pair has ∼ 2.0 neighbors and is shifted to 2.74 Å, while the second neighbor Ba-Sn pair
has 0.73 neighbors with a distance comparable to Ba1-M2 (∼ 3.73 Å).

from the Ba1 or Ba2 site. The significantly reduced amplitude is likely due to strong

destructive interference effects (in the complex part of the FT) between peaks at many

slightly different pair-distances.

These fits show that the disorder about the Ba sites is very large in Ba8Ga16Sn30.

The exact nature of the first and second neighbor peaks cannot be uniquely determined

due to the low amplitude of the EXAFS oscillations, and significant interference effects.

We can say that there are likely approximately two nearest Ga neighbors in the unit

cell which are close to Ba; the short distance (∼ 2.74 Å) is close to the sum of the Ba

ionic radius (1.43 Å) and the Ga empirical covalent radius (1.26 Å, also roughly half the

Ga-Ga bond distance). Thus, these Ba and Ga neighbors are at the position of closest

approach.
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7.5.1 Cage buckling

The wide range of bond lengths shown in Fig. 7.9 for Ba8Ga16Sn30 extend

beyond the range of pair M-M distances (Table 7.1) from x-ray diffraction. To accom-

modate three long Sn-Sn bonds, a Sn atom would have to be displaced either out of or

into the cage (i.e. away from or towards a Ba atom). Similarly, a very short Ga-Ga bond

requires that this Ga pair, connected to several Sn atoms is displaced inwards towards

Ba. Two examples are shown in Fig. 7.5.1, with the local distortion exaggerated: one

shows a Sn atom displaced outwards as a result of three long Sn-Sn bonds, while the

other shows a Ga-Ga pair that has moved into the cage to allow the short Ga-Ga bond

without stretching the Ga-Sn bonds significantly. This suggests that the cages may be

strongly buckled, resulting in some of the Ga/Sn atoms being much closer and others

farther from the Ba rattler. The very short Ba-Ga bond length for a few neighbors,

found in the Ba K edge analysis supports this model. Significant buckling of the cage

will lead to a wide range of slightly different Ba-(Ga/Sn) distances, and in that case

destructive interference will greatly decrease the r-space amplitude for both cages, as

observed.

There may also be some buckling in Ba8Ga16Si30, as the expected Si-Si dis-

tances (from pure Si) are slightly shorter than the M2-M2 distance and significantly

shorter than for Ga-Ga. This likely accounts for the increased disorder for the Ba2 site.

A further consequent of buckling is that significant disorder in the cage struc-

tures will also lead to charge carrier scattering as well as increased phonon scattering.
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Such disorder can explain the much lower thermal conductivity[Suekuni et al., 2008]

and the increased electrical resistivity[Saiga et al., 2012] observed for Ba8Ga16Sn30;

the greatly increased electrical resistivity leads to reduced values of ZT in spite of the

reduced thermal conductivity.

7.6 Conclusion

For the type-I clathrate Ba8Ga16Ge30, Ga and Ge are neighbors in the periodic

table and have have similar covalent radii. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish Ga and

Ge in x-ray studies (both in diffraction and EXAFS) and bond lengths Ga-Ge, Ge-Ge

etc. are similar. However, when Ge is replaced by either Si or Sn, it becomes easier

to differentiate between Ga and Si or Ga and Sn, and because of the difference in

covalent radii, a larger difference in bond lengths is anticipated. In EXAFS, the ability

to differentiate between Ga and Si or Ga and Sn allows a determination of the number

of Ga-Ga bonds, and hence a means of probing the Ga-Ga bond avoidance proposed

by Blake et al.[Blake et al., 2001] Bond avoidance was reported for the Sn compound

by Kozina et al.[Kozina et al., 2009] (15 % of Ga neighbors are Ga), and more recently

for the Si compound by Mansour et al.[Mansour et al., 2012] (22 % of Ga neighbors are

Ga); here we find about 19% of the nearest neighbor bonds are Ga-Ga. Thus, bond

avoidance is clearly established and likely is also present in Ba8Ga16Ge30. As shown by

Kozina et al.[Kozina et al., 2009] there are multiple ways to distribute Ga atoms on the

three M sites, and the exact degree of Ga-Ga bond avoidance may depend on sample
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preparation.

The increased difference in radii leads to a much large difference in local

bondlengths, and for Ba8Ga16Sn30, the Sn-Sn bond is longer while the Ga-Ga bond

is much shorter than the crystallographic distances. This means that the cages be-

come buckled with some Sn and Ga atoms pushed inwards or outwards from the x-ray

diffraction locations. Similar but smaller distortions are present for Ba8Ga16Si30. The

presence of significant distortions increases the scattering of charge carriers as well as

phonons and leads to increased electrical resistivity, which limits improvements in ZT.

For these type-I clathrates it appears that substitution on cage sites may not be useful

for thermoelectric applications because of the increased resistivity. Further decreases in

thermal conductivity might still be possible by substitutions on the rattler sites (Ba1

and Ba2). If the atom on site 1 were also off-center that would lower the thermal con-

ductivity. If a mixture of atoms (Ca, Sr, Ba, Eu, etc.) were used as rattlers, the avoided

crossings[Christensen and Iversen, 2008] could be at several places in q-space[?] and

that could lead to a further reduction in thermal conductivity.
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